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CHAPTER ONE

introduction and overview
wendell J ashton has been described as a pacesetter in
the communications field in the intermountain west he was a
trailblazer in public relations in the early days of his

career at gillham advertising his life has been filled with
challenges such as publisher of the deseret news director of
the LDS church communications department principal in gillham
advertising and various civic and community activities
ashtons communications career was one of innovator
and pioneer as he helped forge he public relations industry
his career has followed in the
in the intermountain west
footsteps of many other professionals such as lon richardson
sr william S adamson nelson aldrich edwin dowell parry
D
sorensen jennings phillips david W evans arch madsen
and G robert ruff
this thesis will examine the career of
wendell J ashton as it began as it grew and as it blossomed
and public
through major communications advertising
this study will reveal how ashton
relations projects
increased the status of public relations professionals in utah
in the following ways
1

1

in the length and quality of his career

W
speer
david
of
the role
counseling in the intermountain west
relationsyoung
brigham
university provo utah 1985

john
ohn

C

pl

1

evans

in public

masters thesis

2

in the number of the clients and organizations
he served and campaigns he organized

3

in comparison with his communications peers

4

in his career and

5

in his contributions to the professional and
philosophical development of the budding
profession of communications

6

in his management of the
communications department

7

in his management of the deseret
publisher

life

achievements

LDS

church public

news

as

in analyzing these seven areas this thesis will show not
only how he became a leader in the communications field in the
as
s
career
early
intermountain west but also how ashtons
ashton
editor of the millennial star and as a reporter for the salt
would
he
challenges
him
oram
aram
prepared
the
later
for
Tele
lake telegram
teie
face in his professional life

2

statement of the problem

the purpose of this study is to analyze ashtons early
career and how it prepared him for communication management
positions the study shows
J
ashtons career in
communications contributed to the development of
communications counseling in the state of utah and
within the LDS church
wendell

how

1

ashtons early life and contributions
prepared him for significant career and agency
2

how

building counseling projects
those contributions increased dramatically
during his experience at gillham advertising
3

how

4

how he was

organize

the

able to use that experience to
churchs public communications

wide basis
department on a world
worldwide

and

to bring his leadership
experience and creativity to the deseret news to
make it a more dynamic and credible publication
5

how

he was able

3

extent and limitations of the Sstudy
stude

this study

examines wendell

ashtons

communications

career and his contributions to the communications profession
the study begins with ashtons birth in 1912 and continuing
throughout his professional career
the study will also
analyze ashtons many contributions to the community through
public service

justification

scudy
of the Sstudy

wendell J ashtons career is of historical interest as
offering
well as of
ering an opportunity to document the history of

state of utah and in the LDS church
ashtons professional career is composed of experiences that
can be used as case studies for effective communication
communications in the

campaigns

illustrate

study of his career in communications will also
the development of the communications process
A

his organization of the public
communications department set in motion the beginning of a
world wide communications effort to spread the church of jesus
message
day
gospel
to people around
saints
christ of latterday
latter
wide communications
worldwide
the world the organization of the world
department will provide a model that can be used by
professionals involved with international communications
within the

LDS

church

4

methods

seven sources of

historical information will describe

how

ashton rose to prominence in the communications
field in the intermountain west and how he contributed to the
growth of the communications field on a worldwide
world wide basis
these sources are
wendell J

unpublished statements articles and papers
written by or about various professionals
including papers and histories from wendell J
1

ashton
2

R

polk city directories for
from 1903 through 1990

salt lake city

3

newspapers and other periodical

articles about

L

the various communications professionals studied
papers and documents from the deseret news and
these papers
the newspaper agency corporation
and aahalf
sevenand
half years that
will help document the seven
ashton served as the publisher as well as the
4

contracts and minutes of the 1982 negotiations of
the joint operating agreement between the salt lake
tribune and the deseret news
5

5

papers

and correspondence from the

memoranda

public communications department that will show
the organizational structure and departmental
operation over the five years that ashton served as
the director of the LDS churchs public
communication department
LDS

6

articles

and papers

books

written

by wendell

J ashton such as articles from the salt lake
telegram
telegra public relations campaigns written by
ashton at gillham advertising and the following
books written by ashton such as A voice in the
your life to elloy
en loy
enloy
west in your own image
salt of the earth bigger than yourself A window
on life
theirs Is the kingdom and americas
burning issue

its

7

life history as dictated to
jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

acht
wendell J asht
onls
oals
ashtons

the church of
historical department in

37

interviews

interviews with former employees such as jean
van valkenberg dale van atta and deann evans
8
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definition of terms
communication
communication

is

a behavior of

organizations people communicate
or from other people

individuals

when

they

groups

move messages

or

to

2

public relations
james E grunig

from the college of journalism

at the
university of maryland has developed a public relations
definition based on sam blacks definition introduced in his
book practical public relations public relations is the
deliberate planned and sustained effort to establish and
maintain mutual understanding between an organization and its
grunig combined this definition with rex harlows
public
definition from his article building a public relations
definition public relations is the management planning and
execution of communications for an organization as a whole
the definitions were blended by grunig to create the
definition used in this thesis public relations is the
3

4

2james
ajames
managing public
james E grunig and todd hunt
new york holt rinehart and winston 1984 p 6
2

asam
sam
3sam

pitman

&

black

sons

practical public relations

1962

ex harlow
4rex
brex

relations review

2

p3

ppa 3

london

relations

sir isaac

building a public relations definition
winter 197636
7

public

management of communication between an
pub
publics
bics
lics

organization and its

5

advertising
adverta
adverti
advertising means the paid publicizing of ones
onefs
olefs goods and
services to the appropriate constituent publics
it is a
function of marketing

6

agency
agency refers to any organization paid to perform a

service for another organization thus real estate agents
buy and sell real estate for clients advertising agencies
handle similar functions for their clients and public
relations agencies or divisions of agencies handle the
communications management function for their respective

clients
counselor
counselor refers to any person who gives advice to or
represents a client or agency in the actual performing of
services for the agency or client

bibid
sibid
ibid

p6
pa

ascott
6scott
cott M cutlip alien
allen H center and glennewM broom effective
public relations 6th
jersey prentice
ath ed englewood cliffs

hall

1985

p

7

8

communications counselor

counselor refers to any person who
represents clients in both public relations and advertising
sometimes in the same project or campaign
communications

journalism
journalism is a profession a public service and a
business its primary object is to inform through narration
explanation and interpretation of events
7

evaluation
wendell

ashtons career will

be evaluated using the following

ten points which have been gleaned from his career as a public
relations professional these points will be used to show his
development and preparation for the management positions which
followed later in his life

1

his strong work ethic ashton put forth the time and
effort to be successful in his chosen field or
profession he exhibited the tenacity and determination

7frank
afrank
rank

journalists

W

notes on ethics and taste for
5
4
5
june
1928
journalism
erly
quarterly
ouarterly
Ouart
45
the
eriv

scott

some

9

to produce professional communications campaigns
continual basis

intecrrity
inteqrity
his integrity

on a

trust

2

the key factor in associations
with clients and other communications professionals is
integrity and trust reporters rely on public relations
professionals to give them accurate
truthful
information when a communications professional breaks
the integrity and trust with a reporter the professional
can no longer be effective

3

his role as an advocate A public relations professional
the public relation
is an advocate for the client
professional is working on behalf of the client to serve
the clients best interests ashton often said public

relations is
reporter and

4

&

a

combination of being a salesman

an

attorney

a

his creativity public relations and advertising require
creativity to communicate the message to the targeted
public creativity is the life blood of communications
creativity is the innovative idea that captures the

10

attention of the targeted public
client successful

and helps make the

5

or campaigns communications
his planning and strategy ffor
is an art of calculated tactics combined with proper
timing A public relations professional needs to know
when a story will capture the interest of reporters and
the same principle applies to special
the public
events communications plans and campaigns

6

his technical skills A communications professional must
have the technical skills to accomplish the campaign
proficient writing skills and updated technical skills
are essential in keeping pace with an evolving market
place

7

peonie
working
working with
handling
Pe onie
people
with
and
orle
his
people and clients is an art people need to be handled
ess
sessional
professional
so they gain respect for the prof
ional as well as what
essional
ashton
can be accomplished through communications

forged a relationship with the eccles brothers that
over
smooth
to
a
ability
had
he
the
time
lasted life

11

situations

and solve problems while maintaining

peoples

support

8

his organizational skills organizational skills are a
must in the profession
special events communications
plans and campaigns require organizational skills and
attention to detail to ensure a smooth event

9

his determination and stick to itiveness A professional
must accomplish what he or she set out to do
sometimes
the first attempt or the first idea will not overcome the
problem
creativity often comes from hard work and
analyzing the problem

10

his

commitment

to

all that

counts is results

in the

matters is two way
communications has taken place the client has received
the desired result through a communications plan the
communications problem has been solved and internal and
external communications has taken place
end

the

only

thing

that

12

OVERVIEW

the second chapter of this thesis will review the early
life of wendell J ashton and his early experiences such as
or the salt lake
editor of the school paper reporter ffor
telegram and editor of the millennial star
the third chapter will analyze wendell ashtons career at
gillham advertising
this chapter will review his many
power
as
such
and light mountain fuel first
utah
clients
security bank the savings and loan industry of utah the utah
dairy association first federal savings stevens henager
college and petty ford
liquor by the
the fourth chapter will examine the 1968 liquorby
drink ballot issue in the state of utah
ashton was the
executive for gillham advertising who spearheaded the
opposition and grassroots citizen movement
the fifth chapter will examine ashtons efforts in
organizing the LDS church public communications department on
many
a global scale
explore
the
issues wendell
also
will
it
ashton dealt with during his tenure as managing director of
programs and issues
the public communications department
such as pageants visitor centers radio and television
commercials public announcements such as the one concerning
blacks and the priesthood the death of president harold B
LDS
washington
open
announcement
and
of
house
the
and
the
lee
DC

temple

13

a half years
the sixth chapter will review the seven and
andahalf
that wendell ashton served as the publisher of the deseret
news
also reviewed are the changes instituted to increase
the circulation of the deseret news in salt lake city and
the negotiations with the salt lake tribune in 1982 to renew
the joint operating agreement
the seventh chapter describes the contributions wendell
ashton made during his professional life to civic and
community groups throughout the salt lake valley and the state
among the groups wendell ashton has chaired or
of utah
managed are the utah symphony the jazz one hundred club the
commerce
chamber
of
city
lake
ballet salt
the eighth chapter summarizes wendell ashtons career and
presents a set of guidelines ashton developed through his life
that made him successful in his communications career

14

chapter

2

years
the early
earlv
earla

parents
wendell ashton was born october 31 1912 to marvin 0 and
rae jeremy ashton in salt lake city utah ashton was the
oldest of six children three boys and three girls wendells

brother marvin J became an apostle in 1971 for the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and his father served as
first counselor in the presiding bishopric of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints from 1917 to 1934 ashton
said his father was the greatest role model throughout his
many
him
of the character traits that
in
instilling
life
later became the cornerstones of his success his father
placed the utmost importance on honesty and hard work
marvin 0 ashtons emphasis on hard work was passed on to
his children through the training and instruction he gave them
he believed part of their training should be
at home
learning to work and provide for themselves to teach this
point ashton provided various opportunities to teach his
children about the meaning and importance of work wendells
first recollections of work and responsibility are connected
with the family rabbits
ashtons father bought some rabbits and built several
hutches that he placed in the garage responsibility for the
8

8wendell
dwendell J ashton
wendell

interviewed by val peterson typescript

salt lake city utah april

1990

15

rabbits

care and maintenance were given to his two sons
wendell and marvin J during the summer the two boys would
roam alfalfa fields and cut wild alfalfa with sickles
the
boys carried the alfalfa to the chicken coop where they placed
it on top and allowed it to dry in the summer sun when the
alfalfa finished curing they stacked it and stored it for the
rabbits winter feed this work ethic extended throughout
wendells life wendell always put forth the effort and time
to see projects through from beginning to end
marvin 0 ashton also stressed the importance of honesty
during wendells childhood
and integrity to his children
his father seized a teaching moment that developed the young
boys character and created a standard for the rest of his
life ashton related the following story
ashton was playing out front of their two story home at
the city was
1341 E browning ave
in salt lake city
placing new sewer pipe in front of their home to keep up with
the workmen dug a deep trench down
the growing population
the workmen then placed large lead
the side of the road
pipes in the trench that required fitting together to ffit
it
the pipes together the workmen had a large pot of lead they
the workmen would then take the
heated to a molten state
9

gordon
by
irving
interviewed
history
oral
program
james
moyle
p
history
12
oral
85
1984
the
typescript
archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah
gwendell
mendell
wendell
nendell J ashton

16

molten lead and pour
a

it

around the seams of the pipe forming

seal
each

day

neighborhood

fascination as the

boys

and

girls

watched

in

the project
at
approximately 4 pm the workmen finished for the day they
put away everything and prepared the work site for the next
day the big pot of molten was left out to cool and harden
after the workmen left the neighborhood kids found sticks to
put in the molten lead and then pull out forming a lead tip on
the end of the stick ashton continued dipping the tip of the
he
stick until he had a tip that looked like a cattail
carried the stick around the neighborhood showing off how his
was the biggest lead cattail
As ashton went around the
neighborhood bragging someone asked him where he had gotten
the lead the neighbor said if wendell had taken the lead from
the workmens pot then it did not belong to him and that
constituted stealing this thought had never occurred to the
workmen

toiled

on

feeling guilty about the whole
situation he went home and told his mother he had stolen hot
lead from the workmens pot by dipping a stick into it
ashtons mother told his father about the situation marvin 0
ashton decided the best way to handle the situation was to
call a special family home evening after dinner ashtons
father related the following story to illustrate the point of
honesty to his children
young boy

and he began

17

lived in the middle east his father
decided he was going to take the young boy on a trek across
the desert by camel to sell goods at the market
whenever
anyone traveled across the desert they were in constant fear
of being robbed by bandits roaming the desert
the boys
mother gave him a small amount of money to put in his pocket
she took his jacket and sewed the rest of the money inside the
lining so if they were stopped by the bandits the hidden
currency would not be found after a few days of traveling
across the desert bandits surrounded them lining the group
up the bandits confiscated all the money they could find
after taking all their goods and possessions one of the
bandits asked the group whether they had any more money the
young boy spoke up and said he had some money sewn into the
lining of his jacket the bandits replied youre an honest
young man and we will not take the money in your coat and we
10
tilo
will return the money we found in your pocket
the principles of integrity and trust are illustrated by
this story marvin 0 ashton instilled in wendell and all of
his children the importance of honesty such values were of
A

young arab boy

1110

importance throughout

ashtons life

and became a trademark of

his career progressed ashton found a key
his associations with clients and other
communications professionals was integrity and trust

his career
factor in

salt

As

wendell J ashton interviewed by val peterson typescript
lake city utah april 1990
18

reporters rely

public relations professionals to give them
accurate and truthful information
when a communications
professional breaks a reporters or clients integrity and
trust the professional can no longer be effective
on

childhood
nine years old he had his first
experience which encouraged him to enter the communications
field ashton was in third grade when his elementary teacher
when

ashton

was

suggested the class hold a grammar contest the class filled
with nine year olds was excited to participate in any type
of contest miss monihan outlined the rules she would give
each member of the class a strip of green construction paper
when one student would hear another use bad grammar and the
guilty party admitted the error the offending party was to
give the other the strip of construction paper the student
with the most pieces of construction paper at the end of the
week was the winner
ashton wanted to win the contest so he
decided the best way to win was to say nothing during the week
and listen for other students to make grammatical errors

offf
ashtons
ashtons strategy paid of

at the end of the week he had
the most pieces of construction paper thus winning the
contest
miss monihan presented ashton with a little hardbound
ov scouts in italy
book with a cardboard cover entitled the Bboy
boe
bookss
miss monihan wrote on the book
by captain john blaine
and

19

flyleaf to wendell ashton hoping that you will gain
laurels through your constant use of good english

many

11

spelled

leila

english
monihan

E
ell
and then signed
with a lowercase etl
eil

rili
1921 rill

11
1111

november 17

this

was

she

it

just the

beginning of ashtons learning process which would encompass
grammar composition and editing

ashtons training extended past the classroom he took
his first paid job when just eight years old
his father
hired him to lick postage stamps for advertising pieces that
his fathers lumber yard the sugar house
lumber and hardware company he was paid twenty five cents a
day for licking stamps
this job began his early training in
the lumber business ashton was later moved to mending cloth
cement bags
in the 1920s cement was delivered in cloth
bags
these cloth bags would get torn as they were used it
was ashtons job to sit in a small cubicle with a long curved
needle and twine like thread mending the bags with cloth
patches after mending cement bags wendell and his brother
marvin were assigned to help unload railroad cars of shingles
splintery hard oak flooring and lathe
wendell and marvin next worked as clerks in the hardware
ashton had the additional assignment of glazing
store
marvin was assigned to
windows in the hardware department
were to be sent from

wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon irving
1984 85 typescript p 19 the james moyle oral history program
archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of
day
latterday
saints salt
latter

lake city utah
20

work in the hardware

eventually

store with the intention that

he would

become the hardware manager

ashton on the other
hand was trained as a salesman and pricing clerk in the
As ashton explained it
lumber end of the business
then in the later years my father assigned
marvin to work in the hardware store with the
thought that he would emerge as the hardware
manager and 1I was trained as a salesman and
pricing clerk in the lumber end of the
we continued in that situation
business
although during the
until 1I went on my mission
great depression 1I put myself through the
university of utah as a sportswriter
but
both my brother marvin and 1I did much of our
growing up as laborers in this family
business however my father was always very
strong at not giving us any favors he felt
we ought to work hard and paid us very little
sugar house lumber and
the
for our services at
12
hardware company

ashtons background at the sugar

house hardware and lumber

company provided him with a background

in business the time spent
at the lumber company also taught him the value work this work
ethic would serve him well throughout his career in advertising
public relations and in his civic activities
adolescence
ashton went to the old LDS high school located in the heart of
on
was
main street at north
building
city
located
the
lake
salt
temple where the church office building and the relief society

building

12

now

ibid

sit

p

24

21

scholastically ashton had no motivation throughout high
he did just well enough to get by as far as grades were
school
concerned not really trying to excel ashtons friend edmund Y
wells asked him to start writing for the high school paper gold
and blue covering sophomore sports
he wrote for three years
throughout high school and then one year of junior college at LDS
high when he reached junior college he was the senior member on
the newspaper staff and the faculty appointed him as editor of the
13
paper
As the blue and gold editor he decided he should set a better
example to those around him and achieve

better grades

he decided

Cs were not good enough began applying himself and earn
and BBss
his entire time on the school paper was as a sportswriter As
blue and gold editor ashton tended to overemphasize sports while
editor ashton sent copies of the gold and blue to the sports

Bs
As

and

departments at the three major newspapers the desert news the
in 1929
salt lake tribune and the salt lake telegram
immediately before the stock market crash and the great depression
telegram
N
he
Telec
telecfram
sportswriter
the
fram called ashton
iram
for
mark
clark
stohl
dark

said they read the gold and blue and were impressed with the sports
coverage and offered ashton a job
in the spring of 1930 ashton
14
teie
tele
started at the telecrram
ashton stewart 1929 30 editors salt lake city utah gold
and blue 23 may 1929
14
wendell J ashton interviewed by val peterson typescript
salt lake city utah april 1990
13

22

the city creek marathon was the first event ashton covered
the marathon featured the best high school distance runners from
the northern and central parts of the state the runners ran up
15
through city creek canyon and back down
the hardest task in ashtons new journalism career was not the
writing but the typing the newspaper copy had to be typewritten
and ashton didnt know how to type
ashton typed his stories by
the hunt and peck method stories took hours to write because of
16
his slow typing
ashtons position at the telegram was a learning experience
for him and set a tone for his professional life the telegram was
considered to be salt lake citys only independent newspaper and
the papers philosophy was to get the scoops or be the first to
break stories to the public
ashtons first year was spent covering high school sports he
A
spent his second and third years covering college sports
highlight of ashtons sportswriting career was covering the 1932
olympics in los angeles
the depression limited the amount of
the paper
funds the salt lake telegram spent for gathering news
money
so
he
angeles
enough
send
to
to
have
ashton
los
didnt
traveled by greyhound bus at his own expense

swendell J ashton
north summit takes team laurels brown
wendell
is third salt lake telegram 6 april 1930
wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon irving
program
james
moyle
p
history
28
85
1984
the
oral
typescript
archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of

city
day
utah
lake
latterday
saints
salt
latter
23

ashton stayed with an aunt in los angeles and covered the
olympic games
in 1932 the fins were the great distance runners
the legend of marathon running pavo nurmi was there as the fins7
finst
fins
during the olympics some long distance runners ran with
coach
watches in hand babe didrikson who later became a professional
golfer competed in track and field she participated in the high
17
jump and the javelin
32 olympics was
the winner of the 100 and 200 meters in the 132
a man from michigan university named eddie tolan
ashton featured
tolan in his olympic articles because tolan grew up in salt lake
18
city
the track and field events were the highlight of ashtons
olympic coverage

believe becoming a sports reporter changed wendell ashtons
life the ability to tie sports and writing together provided
ashton with an entry into the communications field ashton gained
the desire to excel and set the example for those around him while
serving as the editor of the blue and gold this filtered down to
his studies his writing and his personal life the position as
reporter gave him the opportunity to meet communications
professionals which influenced his career path later in life
ashton was transferred from sports beat to the police beat
ashton covered a front page
during his final year at the telegram
teie
tele
murder story about two neighbors who fought over irrigation water
1I

I1

feminine sprint star plans more
wendell J ashton
teleqram
telecrram 11 august 1932
triumphs
salt lake telegram
metcalfe
olympic judge asserts tolan Metca
ife
wendell J ashton
tied salt lake telegram 5 august 1932
17

24

the neighbors were arguing over irrigation rights when one man shot
the other
the man was so despondent over what he had done he
19
turned the weapon on himself
another front page story ashton did at the telegram was about
a national police test administered to the salt lake police force
the examination tested the officers on various phases of police
work traffic regulations and criminology
ashton bill adamson
from the salt lake tribune and eddie penrose from the deseret
news covered the salt lake city police beat
adamson and ashton took the test alongside the police
officers the two reporters had a slight advantage because they
covered all phases of the police department bill adamson received
a ninety seven and half percent while ashton received a ninety six
percent on the test the police department average was sixty eight
and a half percent
ashtons front page story for the telegram said the salt lake
police department was only sixty eight percent intelligent
ashtons article continued by saying two newspaper reporters also
20
and aahalf
had taken the test and averaged ninety six
half percent
sixand

the next day tally burbage a salt lake city police officer
came up to ashton and expressed his dissatisfaction with the
article the officer placed his revolvers barrel right in ashtons
ribs burbage then told ashton that he was so unhappy with the
wendell J ashton dispute over irrigation supply comes to
may
men
telegram
22
1934
neighbor
end
lake
for
salt
fatal
20
per
police
only
20wendell
68.75
6875
wendell J ashton
test shows SL
telegxam
telegram 1934
cent intelligent salt lake teleqiam
25

article that

he could have

killed ashton

this story is

of the type of reporting the telecrram expected from

an example

its reporters

ashton said I think the greatest thing 1I learned at the telegram
was to be creative and seek what we called a scoop
the telegram
21
was very interested in innovative reporting
1

ashtons time as the police beat reporter

gave him the

opportunity and experience at writing hard news ashton learned
the ins and outs of working on a newspaper staff the background
received from working on the newspaper helped prepare him for his
career in advertising and public relations
cle
Colle cre
collecre
col
coi
Telecfram
tram staff started writing the paper at 7 am and had
the telegram
the paper out three hours later ashton would catch the street car
downtown at 1010 am and ride it to the university of utah
campus
telegram ashton put himself
by working at the salt lake tele
teie

through the university of utah and saved enough money to finance
his LDS mission
he made a
when ashton entered the university of utah
commitment to himself that he wouldnt let one quarters grades go

quarters grades

the first quarter of his
sophomore year at the U ashton was taking 18 hours and earned
straight ays
As
als for the rest of the year and for the three quarters

below a previous
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of his senior year

full

he was

taking

17

or

18

hours a quarter

had a

time job did church work and dated and he never received an

nothing less than straight As
ashton found the easiest classes to receive an A in were the
one professor levi edgar young one of the
toughest subjects
seven presidents of the seventy a general authority in the LDS
church taught american history at the university of utah ashton
took this class from young
the only test young administered was
an essay test on the students thoughts regarding american history
this was a very broad and general topic ashton was worried stiff
about the grade he would receive at the end of the quarter elder
young told the class he was giving all the boys As and all the
22
in todays society
girls Bs that was the way young graded
this method of grading in light of title IX and affirmative
action would not be an acceptable practice
ashtons college experience taught him to work by objectives
and goals
time management was also instilled in ashton while
attending the university of utah I think the greatest thing 1I
1I
learned at the university of utah was how to use my time
budgeted my time so when 1I rode the old street car from the
a
up
on
telegram
about
main
university
to
half
the
street
office
teie
tele
123
hour ride 1I was digging in my lessons all the time
A

1

1123
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john

james

27

missionary
mission
tram
telecfram
telecrram
fram reporter led to an unusual
ashtons experience as a Telec
mission call ashton was called to the european mission A year
before gordon B hinckley had been issued the same kind of call
the european mission was the head of all the missions in europe and
the british isles this mission acted as an umbrella mission
24
european
providing supervision over the other
missions
heading the european mission was a member of the council of twelve

dr joseph F merrill in 1934 ashton was called to serve in the
upon his arrival to london he was asked to
european mission
serve in the british mission this mission was in the lancashire
area of preston england where the first missionaries arrived with
heber C kimball in 1837
ashtons senior companion was joseph
smith
fielding smi
th jr who later became president of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints from
smith served as
to
the

district president

and ashton as the

district clerk

ashton served in preston for eight months then president
merrill brought him to london in 1935 ashton began editing the
ashton
millennial star the oldest publication of the church
considered it a privilege to edit that publication
my
quarters were in a little bathroom
was
a
narrow
converted to a bunk room
it
cubicle with a tile floor and a double deck
my first companion there yas
was elder
bed
gordon B hinckley he was on the upper deck
as the senior elder and 1I was on the lower
deck
he was in charge of public relations
1
european
wass assigned
and
I wa
mission
the
for
24

1934

farewell to be

on sunday

night
28

1I

salt lake telegram

1

june

to succeed richard S bennett my title was
president merrill as the
associate editor
president of the european mission was listed
as editor and 1I edited the millennial star
25
under his direction
he wrote
the
editorials and he gave me pretty much
free
26
hand in editing the millennial star

interesting experience ashton had while editing the
millennial star was with james H moyle father of henry D moyle
an

who

later

became

an

LDS

apostle and

a member

of the

first

at the time moyle was the US commissioner of
moyle came to london on
customs under franklin D roosevelt
government business and was a good friend of joseph F merrill
merrill asked moyle if ashton could meet with moyle to discuss his
presidency

conversation with one of the three witnesses of the book of
27
21

mormon

during moyles three year residence at the university of
michigan law school he learned david whitmer was still living and
in good health on his way to salt lake city utah moyle decided
he would pass through richmond missouri and visit david whitmer
upon graduation in june 1885 moyle found david whitmer seated
under a fruit tree in front of whitmers home

25

11
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curiosity seekers
to ease the situation moyle

moyle thought whitmer had been plagued by

so he presented whitmer with a book

felt more at ease the longer he spent time with whitmer moyle
felt comfortable asking whitmer questions about his experience of
an angel showing them the gold
was

plates

from which the book of mormon

translated

plates
that he did see and hear the angel and heard the declaration that
the plates had been correctly translated there was absolutely
nothing to prevent his having a full clear view of it all
whitmer repeated to moyle

he did see and handle the

28

moyle proceeded to ask why whitmer

responded by saying he never

left the

church

whitmer

church he continued with the

branch originally organized in richmond

jr

left the

whitmer believed joseph

prophet of god after 1835 when smith enlisted
the aid of sidney rigdon whitmer believed smith became a fallen
111
III
irl
iri
lri
moyle said
lilI now believe that jealousy and
prophet
disappointment soured his soul but nothing could obliterate his
smith

was a

1

testimony of the divinity of the book of mormon
david whitmer also possessed one of the three manuscripts from
moyle inquired whether
shed
published
which the book of mormon was publi
bubli
whitmer would sell the manuscript whitmer said he would not even
care
manuscripts
and
regarded
manuscript
the
the
selling
about
talk
30
as a sacred trust
this experience had a lasting impression on
29
1129

ibid
29
ibid
ibid
21

311

p

355

p

356

p

366
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ashton it showed ashton that whitmer held true to his testimony of
the restoration even though he was no longer active in the LDS
church

ashtons journalism experience gave him a background to edit
president merrill didnt interfere
and write the millennial star
with ashtons editing of the millennial star because of his
experience ashton introduced many changes to the millennial star
one change was the introduction of pictures
the previous staffs
did not use pictures
ashton decided the millennial star cover
one issue had a picture of lord baden
should include pictures
powell chief scouting executive of the world who lived in london

while on the millennial star staff ashton introduced other changes
such as news of the church and talks from the general authorities
here again his creative background learned at the telegram helped
him

in upgrading the millennial star

it

he improved the layout

attractive
ashton related this about the millennial star
we
we had the readers digest of the church
would take the cream of the articles that
appeared in the church news improvement era
Macra zine
society magazine
instructor and the relief
television
televis ion
lon but
in those days there was no delevis
they had a series of radio talks on KSL and we
took the cream of all those talks and
we
published those in the millennial star

making

more

felt

we

had a very good

publication

31
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each

letter

of type for the millennial

star

was

ashton sent the copy to liverpool to be printed by

set

by hand

a man named

james foggo

they
introduced pictures on the cover
previously just had type
then joseph J
cannon the president of the british mission
directed the missionaries to use the
millennial star to tract with rather than the
1I
had
tracts and that was effective
requests from the missionaries to put pictures
of american indians on the cover because it
seemed to open doors for them
but we didnt
overdo it
that was a great experience
1935 and
editing
in
the
star
millennial
32
12
we

1936

serving as millennial stars editor allowed ashton the
opportunity to combine many communication skills learned from the
gold and blue and the salt lake tele
telegram ashton was not afraid to
teie
do new things such as use pictures use new and innovative covers
and use a different format to provide more information to the
readership he combined the qualities of technical expertise and
a strong work ethic thereby creating a publication useable for
members and non members

alike

post mission

ashton finished his missionary service for the church he
was given a letter of introduction from trevor wignall a british
this letter was
sports writer and ashtons distant cousin
new
a
new
job
york
help
a
in
f
find
ashton ind
editor to
addressed to
when

york

city
12

ibid

in
p

new

york

ashtons father

118
32

mother

and

sister

eleanor were waiting on the docks when wendell got off the boat
they were there to drive him back to utah ashton always suspected
his father came to new york because he didnt want him staying
there and becoming a sports writer
upon his return to utah ashton worked at the sugar house
lumber and hardware company
he became president of the sugar
house chamber of commerce when only 29 years of age
he also was
33
called to the general sunday school board
this call came from
sister lyman writing george D pyper general superintendent of the
34
sunday school board recommending ashton be called to the board
jenkins7
jenkinss successful campaign
in 1940 ashton assisted in ab jenkins
mayor jenkins in return appointed
for salt lake city mayor
ashton to the board of adjustment the board of adjustment allowed
people to apply for variances to the city building code
ashton
served on this board for twelve years
in 1942 he was appointed
chair of the salt lake city tire and automobile rationing board
this board was established to ration fuel tires and automobiles
during world war 11
II
ashton worked at the sugar house lumber and hardware company
until asked to be the general secretary of the sunday school board
in 1942 ashton said he felt it was a call from the church when in
reality it really was more of a business proposition ashton
accepted the offer and began full time employment for the church
7

wendell jeremy ashton
instructor the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints july 1938
34
3411
22
teie
tele
ashton Is named to church board salt lake telegram
33

december 1937

33

general sunday school board ashton wrote for
the instructor
the instructor was a magazine designed to aid
church teachers with additional materials for sunday school lesson
plans over a twenty seven year period ashton wrote the monthly
back cover article of the instructor the articles covered topics
from the architecture of LDS churches to examples from the life of
jesus christ
john A widstoe took an interest in ashtons writing for the
while on the

LDS

after widstoe

ashtons writing he suggested
ashton read nathaniel hawthornes scarlet letter widstoe said
hes got an elegant style and its elegant because of its
s
you
simplicity
read the scarlet letter
ashton proceeded to
he not only read scarlet letter but he
heed widstoes advice
studied it to the point it influenced his writing style for the
rest of his life ashton said ive always tried under widstoes
direction to seek for the elegance of simplicity that suggestion
instructor

reviewed

335

did more for

my

writing than any other advice 1I ever had

36

was
a
on
cover
back
the
series
ashtons first
instructors
series on interesting church meeting houses from those essays

about various gospel and general church
twentythree
three hours writing and
topics
ashton spent about twenty
researching each article
virtually all of those articles have
emerged a monthly

article
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your life to
been published in book form
the books include
your
own image biga
en
joy
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joe
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ashton wrote these articles on the basis of first person
experiences and on the many lessons drawn from the saviors life
while serving on the churchs general sunday school board
ashton and adele cannon howells general president of the primary
jointly developed the idea of arnold friberg doing oil paintings
based on the book of mormon friberg is an artist whos renowned
for historical paintings friberg was commissioned to do twelve
paintings based on the book of mormon these paintings are now
church property and are displayed and reproduced throughout the
church community including the paperback version of the book of

self

mormon

in 1946 at the request of mark E petersen general manager
of the deseret news and with the consent of the quorum of the
twelve ashton was transferred from secretary of the general sunday
school board to the deseret news
ashtons first assignment was
putting together the centennial edition of the desert news that was
planned for july 1947
during this period ashton was heavily involved in the sons of
utah pioneers serving as the sugar house chapter president
harold jensen a local promoter serving as national president of
sons of the utah pioneers asked ashton to serve as the centennial
president the sons of the utah pioneers goal was to repeat the
nauvoo
company
from
pioneer
to salt lake city utah
trek
first

35

the plan enlisted 143 men three women and two boys to cross
37
the plains in simulated wagons
these wagons were built in a
box
like shape as designed by willard R smith then bolted to each
boxlike
car the group took war surplus staves draped canvas over them
thus making the covered wagon portion of the train plywood was
cut out in the shape of oxen and fastened to the sides of the
A car
when fbitted
engine
two
oxen
pieces
with
had
the
various
fitted
itted
up front and a canvas top that gave them a genuine appearance of a
covered wagon

three weeks before the trek began president george albert
smith his ffirst counselor J rueben mark
clark
dark jr and david 0
mckay called ashton into the office and asked him to call off the
trek the presidency feared liability problems and shedding bad
light upon the church they were worried the trek was going to be
a

poorly planned affair which would embarrass the church

ashton

recalled
president smith called me into his office and
you
you
think
that
said bro ashton don
dont
it
ought to call this off the trek across the
what they did was
plains and 1I said no
assign a new apostle spencer W kimball to
go with us
that way 1I got really well
he later
acquainted with president kimball
told me I had instructions from the first
presidency that if your trek didnt go well
to haul you off the road and tell you to go
were
home
what
but
his
instructions
thats
38
he had a great time with us
11

1
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the wagon train assembled on the temple lot in nauvoo and
departed july 14 1947 D james cannon went back over the trail
and arranging for stops where the wagon train would spend the
night each evening the participants put on programs dramatizing
events that happened in the area
it was estimated that 40000
people saw the groups presentation in omaha winter quarters
the group ate buffalo and antelope meat cooked over the open
the sons of the utah pioneers arranged for the highway
fire
patrol of each state iowa nebraska wyoming and utah to escort
them across the state
the night before they arrived in salt lake
city president david 0 mckay chair of the utah centennial
commission drove to fort bridger wearing a beaded leather indian
vest he joined in the wagon trains evening activities on july
22nd the wagon train president david 0 mckay and spencer W
thousands of
kimball drove up salt lake cities main street
people lined the streets waiting for them to drive through town and
finish the trek one of the treks highlights was coverage by life
magazine july 1947 and a photo of spencer W kimball overlooking
a

circled

wagon

train

E
mark
from
plains
crossing
the
returned
ashton
after
petersen general manager of the desert news and member of the
quorum of the twelve approached ashton and surprised him by asking
the managing editor
him to be managing editor of the desert news
on
newspaper
out
who
putting
person
the
responsible
for
the
is
is
a daily basis
the desert news was positioning itself to challenge
the tribune for readership market dominance in the salt lake

37

valley

petersen

biography ref
ers to the
refers
newspaper war A newspaper war of sorts erupted in salt lake city
39
news
with the tribune and the
competing for readers
the
tribune had a much larger subscription base than the news ashton
was thrust into managing a newspaper launching an all out battle

the book mark

E

A

with the tribune without the benefit of knowing how to manage a
major metropolitan newspaper ashton said
so there 1I was hanging out there on the line
put
with no one to show me what to do
out this special edition but that wasnt like
meeting deadline handling stories as theyd
come in from the police reporters and all the
1I was
other reporters and all that stuff
just there as managing editor alice in
my
was
wonderland
period
of
the
darkest
it
1
years
two
I didnt know what
about
for
life
was going on here 1I was new and they were in
40
this big expanded program

id

ashtons first assignment

to expand the staff and
he hired elaine anderson cannon as
was

columnists of the newspaper
teen editor winnifred cannon jardine as food editor and ramona
question and answer column similar
wilcox cannon as mary marker a questionand

to dear abby and ann landers
the newspaper expansion was the result from the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints pouring millions of dollars into
the desert news to be competitive with the tribune this campaign
peggy petersen barton mark E petersen
company
1985 p 101
book
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between the two newspapers spawned competition in give a ways such
as butcher knives and other gifts for subscriptions this resulted

in both newspapers losing

money and

newspaper agency agreement

setting the stage to force the

joint operating agreement

negotiated between the two newspapers in
mark E petersen approached albert

which was

1950

concerning the
possibility of competing newspapers modernizing and sharing the
same presses and equipment while maintaining separate news
rooms
newsrooms
bowen felt this proposal needed first presidency approval
J
reuben clark examined the proposal both as a businessman and a
E

bowen

its

against the law
the lawyer spoke first
petersen knew congress was considering special legislation
making it legal for competing newspapers to share equipment
the
current proposal was illegal under the sherman antitrust act
petersen discussed the proposal with john fitzpatrick publisher of
the tribune and fitzpatrick agreed to present the proposal to the
the two sides agreed to a
kearns family the tribune owners
tentative proposal which they presented to the justice department
paul H ray a salt lake attorney convinced the
for approval
justice department that unless the newspaper agency corporation
contracts received government approval two responsible newspapers
both vital to the community would meet their deaths at the hands
42
of the sherman antitrust act
lawyer

1

41
1141

1142

peggy petersen barton mark E petersen
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41
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ibid
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biography

salt

the NAC contract approval cleared the way for newspapers
across the country to share equipment costs without violating the
sherman antitrust act the justice department ruling was made into
13
43
newspaper
preservation act
legislation called the
however a
monumental debt was incurred by the desert news and not repaid
until shortly after ashton assumed the role of publisher of the
44
desert news in 1978
ashton was having a difficult time serving as managing editor
of the deseret news he did not have a broad enough understanding
of how to put the newspaper out on a daily basis as well as lead a

this caused a tremendous conflict and
pressure on wendell ashton in reflecting on his time as managing
editor ashton said it was a difficult time and 1I really came
newspaper expansion

close to a nervous breakdown at the time
in 1949 elder mark E petersen asked ashton to take a year
45
ashton threw
off and write the history of the desert news
himself into the assignment spending a year working in the church
a
year
as
healing
s
the
f
of
described
ashton
ice
office
historians
historian
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experience and is proud of the work he produced
west

A

voice in the

46
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new book
history
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CHAPTER 3

wendell ashton joins gillham advertis
advertisincr

all that

counts is results

wendell ashton

ashton completed the manuscript A voice in the west
he received a new assignment as church news editor
ashtons
pride was hurt when mark E petersen told him of this
assignment As he was considering the churchs offer a
position opened at gillham advertising
lon richardson
was a owner
ashtons former sports editor from the telegram
teie
tele
of gillham advertising richardson encouraged ashton to apply
when

for the account executive position ashton felt the church
news editor position was a demotion and he wanted to prove to
himself and to others he could be a successful professional
several qualified candidates applied for the gillham
position ashton had to prepare an advertising campaign for
sego evaporated milk
he spent all night preparing his
presentation in a communications area where he had no
experience As a result of his presentation he was awarded
the position at gillham advertising in the spring of 1950
wendell ashton joined gillham advertising operated by marion
C
nelson president and lon richardson as senior vice
47
gillham advertising is the oldest advertising
president
firm in utah and in 1950 was one of three largest firms in the
4711

teamwork by

publisher april

specialists brings gillham agency to top
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11
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11

utah

intermountain west with evans advertising and harris

advertising

&

love
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ashton was appointed the first public relations director
gillham found it difficult to
for gillham advertising
compete for the major advertising accounts without public
relations services the accounts did not pay very well for
the service but the firm could more than make up the
difference from the 15 percent commission made from

advertising

49

the first thing ashton did upon learning of this new
assignment was visit the newsrooms of the salt lake tribune
he asked each newsroom what needed to
and the deseret news
be done to improve public relations in the salt lake valley
in both cases they used jody priest public relations
practitioner for the union pacific railroad as an example of
how the duties of a public relations professional should be
performed
the point was further illustrated when both

staffs related that when union pacific had an
person
rson to call them was jody priest the
accident the first pe
news media trusted jody priest and in return he trusted
them
honesty and integrity are the first steps in
newspaper

50

advertising
advert is ing agency reports changes additions in
staff salt lake tribune 16 april 1950
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creating working relationships with the media each time a
public relations practitioner displays honesty in dealing with
a story the practitioners credibility increases
the first day ashton went to work he was assigned to
handle the mountain fuels public relations account ashton
had both a selling and news background from the sugar house
lumber and hardware company and the salt lake telegram
for
him public relations was a natural career move ashton found
public relations was a combination of selling and news
51
public relations combines all the aspects of
reporting
being a salesman a reporter and an attorney into one
profession
ashton found he loved the challenges the
creativity the strategies and the associations that were all
part of his new career at gillham
utah dairy association
ashton developed and brought the utah dairy association
52
account to gillham advertising
he found the account was
a real challenge to demonstrate the benefits of advertising
and public relations to the dairymen he presented a program
he
for the dairy industry to sell more milk in utah
X
you
spent
number of dollars on
when
that
illustrated
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advertising per hundredweight of milk
of milk the public buys

it

increases the amount

53

ashton found good support from the distributors but the
dairy farmers wanted to send the money to the american dairy
association in chicago the american dairy association invited
the farmers to chicago each year to show them what they were
doing to increase the milk sales across the country
while
the farmers were there the association treated them like
royalty entertaining them during their stay the executive
treatment at the annual convention persuaded the farmers to
continue directing their money to chicago enabling to attend
the annual convention
land dairy
ashton found that distributors such as hi
hiland
o7weber
eber and meadow gold recognized
oweber
dweber
cloverleaf dairy cream OW
the importance of advertising and public relations services to
the industry the dairy farmers however didnt understand
send their
the marketing aspects very well and preferred to sendtheir
money to chicago
ashton told the dairy farmers that if they were to
advertise locally not only would they increase the in take of
milk but the news outlets would be more apt to do dairy
industry feature stories and print recipes created by the

53

1953

vi

advertise wares dairymen
45

told

logan herald

8

march

association

these things would increase the amount of milk
54
being consumed in the state of utah
one instance where ashtons services were particularly
noted by all members of the utah dairy association was during
the mid 1950s
the chief executive officer of safeway
stores a hard
fisted executive officer demanded the utah
hardfisted
dairy farmers apply and operate under a federal marketing
order this federal marketing order was a government support
program the farmers were resisting
the association decided
to mount an all out public relations campaign the news media
were full of articles and stories on the battle between
safeway and the utah dairy industry
ashton orchestrated two dairy leaders to speak to the
legislature and meet with the governor political leaders and
the dairy
the public supported the dairy association
association overcame the safeways push to enter the
government supported program
safeway suffered for years
after their defeat because the farmers told their families and
A big disadvantage safeway
Saf eway
friends not to shop at safeway
had during the campaign was all their public relations
practitioners were from the east and did not understand the
utahan people or their culture

interviewed by gordon
irving 1984 85 typescript p 105 the james moyle oral
history program archives historical department of the church
of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city utah
wendell J ashton oral history
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several years after the media battle between the dairy
Saf eway the farmers applied for the federal price
farmers and safeway
55
supports program and were accepted

this experience

shows the importance of handling and

working with people

people need to be handled so they
respect the profession as well as what can be accomplished

through communications tools
on another occasion the farmers in fillmore and beaver
sprayed insecticides on their alfalfa crops
the cows
ingested the sprayed alfalfa and contaminated the milk that
in turn contaminated the cheese the cheese was inspected by
PDA condemned the
the food and drug administration
the FDA
cheese and confiscated a large portion of the cheese produced
in central utah
the dairy industry was concerned about the effect this
event was going to have on sales not only on cheese but also
on milk
at the time utah cheeses were sold to the waldorf
astoria hotel in new york city
ashton went to the deseret news publisher preston
robinson and to the salt lake tribune executive editor
arthur C deck and explained the problem ashton told them
he believed in freedom of the press and they had to judge
whether or not they wanted to carry a story about the
condemned utah cheese
ashton explained that such a story
could severely damage utahs dairy industry and possibly cause

55ibid
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bankruptcy for part of the dairy industry and farmers alike
both men agreed not to publish the story

reporter

television heard about the story and
began to pursue it
the reporter called ashton inquiring
about the story ashton told the reporter he felt it wasnt in
the best interest of utah to do a story about the contaminated
cheese
the reporter shot back that he thought ashton was
trying to suppress the story from the public the reporter
threatened to use the story ashton replied that if the
reporter did he would go to his assignment editor the story
A

was

never

from

used

situation
this story

KSL

and

the

dairy

industry

survived

the
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strategy advocacy
and honesty
ashton realized the possible impact the story
would have on the entire utah dairy industry ashton devised
a strategy while working as the dairy associations advocate
which incorporated his integrity with his working relationship
combines the importance of

with people

ashton later said of the working relationship with the
I ffeit
utah dairy association
felt during my twenty years of
serving the dairy industry 1I gave them far more service and
57
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visa
me
paid
they
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what
than
results
far
1
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power
utah

licrht and mountain fuel
gillham advertising had both the utah power & light
account and the mountain fuel account
these two businesses
were ffiercely
competitive
mountain fuel sold natural gas
i
arcely
ercely
appliances and heating while utah power & light marketed the
all electric home with electric ranges water heaters and
heating systems eventually the rivalry got so bitter between
you
gillham
came
two
companies
can
and
they
to
both
the
said
have our account but you have to get rid of the other
account
gillham chose to keep the up&l
upil account serviced by
power
&
As
light account executive ashton
utah
ashton
planned the advertising strategy in cooperation with their
&

management team

58

power
problem
facing the utah
the biggest

light account
to use electric
&

getting more homes to go all electric and
during ashtons tenure with utah
heating instead of gas

was

the company in conjunction with gillham
advertising waged the all out campaign in support of clean
power

&

light

electric living
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ashton first became an account executive for a
company such as utah power & light he went out and met with
when

receives award watts current january 1967
59
gordon
by
59wendell
interviewed
history
ashton
wendell J
oral
irving 1984 85 typescript p 105 the james moyle oral
history program archives historical department of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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the client

together they planned and created the strategy
and approach to be used
ashton then returned to his office
and wrote the newspaper radio and television copy until he
finished the complete package As gillham and the accounts
they handled grew other account executives went out to the
client and devised the overall strategy upon the account
executives return the practitioner turned over the theme to
gillham advertising
specialists who developed the ads
continued to grow by developing a television and radio
gillham created this department to handle the
department
sophisticated production techniques required in audiovisual
60
production
the department was added to allow individuals
to specialize in the creative and technical skills necessary
to create sophisticated advertising and public relations
campaigns
the advent of radio and television required firms
and practitioners to develop production departments to take
the communications campaign from the idea into reality
tV
security
first Securi

bank

gillham advertising was handling walker bank & trust
ashton
account while pursuing the first security account
worked approximately one year when first security bank
approached gillham advertising about handling their account
gillham jumped at the chance of handling the eccles brothers7
brothers
business john wallace walker bank and trust chief executive
7

60
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officer offered gillham the opportunity to continue with
their account but the eccles brothers didnt want gillham
handling any competitors account
first security banks account executive dealt directly
with marriner and george eccles
ashton found it extremely
important to have skills in handling and working with people
at top levels if you could not win the confidence and get
along with top management you were out lon richardson and
marion nelson taught ashton that when dealing with clients
always treat clients as equals and never be subservient to

youre the professional you treat yourself as equal
to them but never talk down to a client either
when first security bank built a large high rise on
fourth south and main street in salt lake city ashton handled
the events public relations marriner and george eccles were
them

61

the cover story for business week in conjunction with the
building opening ashton began generating a large amount of
exposure for first security in the media particularly the
newspapers
television was a fledgling industry and did not
have much of an impact

Securi tyls public relations operations
first securitys

grew so much

a
implement
gillham
recommended
they
eventually
full time
that
public relations department first security implemented the
recommendation and retained gillham to handle their
advertising this illustrates the importance of the public
61
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relations professional to serve as the clients advocate the
public relations professional works on behalf of the client
serving the clients best interests
stevens henager college
col
coi
this account was a small account for ashton he worked
this account because of the challenge involved and the ability
to influence the lives of young people
stevens henager
depended on advertising to place students in their programs
A simple way to measure an advertising campaigns effectiveness
is by tracking the number people enrolled in the schools
programs

ashton found the most effective type of advertising for
stevens henager was the testimonial type of advertising the
advertising centered on a young woman who worked as a waitress
six week
for 50 cents an hour she told how she had taken a sixweek
speed writing and typing course at stevens henager and had
been able to find a job for four times as much money the
radio testimonials were accompanied by a corresponding
newspaper testimonial ads
was
a
was
and
challenge
ashton commented
it
it
interesting to see how you could turn these young lives around
and make them much more productive with the development of a

of
representative
that
is
all
client
this
skill
little
counts is results
in the end the only thing that matters is
11

62
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that communications has taken place the client received the
desired result through a communications plan
the
communications problem was solved and internal and external
communications took place

fisher brewing company
one of gillhams top accounts when ashton started work
was the fisher brewing company ashton was concerned with the
possibility of working on the brewing companys account and
the message working on that account would send to those around
him

ashton went to marion C nelson and lon richardson and
explained now look 1I dont want you to think im better
than anybody but im on the sunday school general board of
the church and 1I don
dontt want to be over here writing copy on
fisher beer account and going out talking about the word of
63
wisdom at sunday school conventions
throughout ashtons
twenty one year career at gillham advertising he never worked
on the fisher beer account
this point shows the importance
of integrity and trust ashton represented what he believed
he did not want special treatment but he did want people to
respect his beliefs and values
1163

63
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petty ford
ashton handled the petty ford account nearly his whole
career at gillham advertising fundamental to advertising is
name recognition and the selling of benefits of the
64
product
in advertising petty ford the advertising wasnt
selling fords it was selling the benefit of buying a petty
you save more because petty sells more
ford car
the
advertising stressed that you could get a better price on a
car at petty because of their large volume ashton said about

advertising
you want them

to

name
the benefits
very
recognition isnt enough
important but you have to sell the benefits
know

its

for example when youre selling milk you
refreshing and it builds
stress that
when youre selling
bones and strong bodies
the benefits that sell
electricwe ranges
them
used to stress all of the time that
safer and
electric heating is cleaner65
your curtains last longer
A communications professional must have the technical skills to
proficient writing skills and updated
accomplish the campaign
technical skills are essential in keeping pace with an evolving

its

its

5

its

market place

wendell J ashton play for the extras speech given to
apartment house association of utah march 10 1958
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CHAPTER 4

liquor
by
BV the drink campaign
liquorby

1968

since territorial days the state of utah has regulated
how alcohol can be distributed among its citizens
the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints believes in complete
abstinence from alcoholic beverages
this belief sometimes
causes a conflict of beliefs and social standards in the
regulations of alcohol between member and nonmember
the state of utah as well as the united states has a long
history of conflict in the legislation and enforcement of
alcohol use on january 26 1920 the eighteenth amendment to
the constitution of the united states became law putting
national prohibition into effect during the next eighteen
years drinking was illegal in the united states
in 1933
the federal government returned the authority to regulate
the utah legislature enacted the
alcohol to the states
liquor control act requiring all alcohol sold in packaged form
through state
controlled outlets or agencies
statecontrolled
during the years that followed numerous groups attempted
to liberalize the drinking laws in utah these attempts were
aimed at the utah legislature to modify the laws governing the
purchase and sale of alcohol however these attempts failed
61
66
with only one even making it to the senate floor for a vote
the utah newspaper war of 1968 liquor
by the drink thesis presented to the department of communication
provo
young
utah 1969 p 10
university
brigham
raymond

E

beckham

11
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in 1968 the restaurant and tourism association believed
loosening the liquor laws was the way to increase utah
utahss
many important publics
tourist and convention trade
supported the association one such supporter was john W
gallivan the publisher of the salt lake tribune
he was
concerned about utah moving forward and creating an
environment where people wanted to visit or relocate
he
firmly believed creating this type of environment required
by relaxing the states
utah to relax its drinking laws
drinking laws more hotels motels and restaurants would come
to utah thus expanding the tourist trade
john gallivan decided that he would use the salt lake
tribune to bring the liquor by the drink issue to the people
of utah on the november 1968 ballot
early in 1968 the public opinion polls taken indicated
people would overwhelmingly vote for liquor by the drink As
a result of these polls the LDS church leadership became
concerned about changing the laws regulating liquor sales and
what changing those laws would do to the states morality
B
romney
gordon
G
and
assigned
marion
leadership
church
the
hinckley apostles from the council of the twelve to develop
by the drink initiative
against the liquor
liquorby
marion romney and gordon hinckley went to gillham
advertising and met with wendell ashton about hiring gillham
to organize and run the opposition campaign to the liquor by
the drink initiative the two apostles were very clear the
a campaign
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campaign was a business proposition

they not only wanted
ashton and gillham advertising to handle the advertising and
public relations but also to organize the citizens committee
under their approval
ashton and gillham advertising accepted the challenge to
organize and oppose the liquor by
bythe
the drink initiative
ashton immediately approached his friend BZ kastler an
administrator at mountain fuel supply known friend of the
church and a non member about being citizens committee
chair mr kastler agreed to serve on the committee but not

to serve as chair since he worked for a public utility
mr kastler approached another good friend
richard A
van winkle CEO of the lockhardt company a subsidiary of
zions first national bank to serve as committee chair mr
van winkle was not a member of the church the fourth member
of the committee was james E faust who had been named as a
regional representative for the LDS church for the state of
utah
A
van
man
winkle chair
committee
richard
four
this
BZ kastler james E faust and wendell ashton incorporated
a non
profit organization named citizens for a better utah
nonprofit
the group then organized local units that followed the LDS
church pattern for wards with a chair in each stake over the
67
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james

wards

E

faust had the responsibility for the grass

roots effort in each of the ward and stake boundaries
ashton talked about the composition of the committee and how
68

it

helped the campaign

kastler

and van winkle were both

social drinkers

they

were both opposed to excessive drinking and felt that we
ought to have controls
in a way having these men
involved with us gave us an advantage that people
couldnt say that we were prohibitionists because the

church was not in favor of returning to prohibition
but
69
rather we felt that we should have controls
9

liquor

the main issue
numerous people believed that
gallivan were to prevail in
initiatives would be presented
was

involved in the initiative but
the groups represented by john

utah many other more liberal
john gallivan
to the public
advocated a more liberal lifestyle that would attract more business
an
and not maintain the conservative standard utah represented
example of another possible initiative was parimutuel gambling
which later became an issue in 1992
john gallivan became the force behind groups favoring liquor
by the drink
ashton in turn was the driving force behind those
opposed to the initiative ashton and gillham advertising had the
charge to develop a campaign which would defeat the change in the
utah liquor laws
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the campaign

through contributions raised through
citizens for a better utah
the committee bought television
radio and newspaper advertising as well as developed and
was funded

distributed brochures

and pamphlets

the deseret news and the salt lake tribune had a joint agency
operating agreement with the tribune publishing the sunday paper
distributed to both customers ashton went to the tribune to argue
that the sunday paper was a joint paper because both deseret news
anc tribune subscribers took the sunday paper
and
mr gallivan used the sunday tribune to give what he felt were
the sunday
his most telling arguments for liquor by the drink
paper caused a real problem for the committee in that it had no way
to advocate their cause to the tribune readers other than through

advertising
the advocacy roles assumed by the two newspapers also caused
many reporters at
a problem among the staff at the deseret news
the news felt the paper should be a good objective metropolitan
newspaper the news people did not favor liquor by the drink but
they favored giving objective treatment to the campaign however
the committee and the church asked the news reporters to take an
jud gement of the
advocacy role contrary to the professional judgement
70
reporters and editors at the deseret news
lon richardson prepared copy for the brochure distributed by
local volunteers around the state the brochures theme brochure
his theme
became one of the main themes against the initiative
70
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your liquor is going to cost you a lot more if we go to
71
liquor by the drink
this approach was designed to appeal to
the non LDS person and to those who drank this theme proved to be

was

11

the campaigns most persuasive argument
william N plymat of des moines iowa provided another
effective theme for the campaign mr plymat was an insurance
executive who had been working nationally to oppose liquor by the
he provided data that showed states who had gone from a
drink

state controlled program to liquor
in their automobile fatalities

by the drink had

large increases

the campaigns turning point was when the president of the LDS
church president david 0 mckay came out with a strong statement
against the initiative many LDS people felt liquor by
the drink
bythedrink
would be good for business but as soon as president mckay outlined
his position people supported him
in june 1968 central survey of iowa was hired to survey how
the campaign was going the survey showed that if a vote were held
in june the initiative would be defeated by a two to one margin
central survey of iowa conducted another survey in october close
to the election which showed that citizens for a better utah had
non
LDS
among
members
non
and
some
support
that
active
of
the
lost
LDS favored liquor by the drink
ashton later commented about the
strategy used by the committee
1I felt it was a historic landmark in utah because our
polls showed that at the time utah was approximately 70
percent LDS and that 70 percent of the LDS membership
71
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would pretty much follow the prophet on what he would ask
them to do in political matters
weve since had other
moral issues in the state and it follows just about the
same pattern
you take 70 percent of 70 percent
if
youve got 49 percent of the people with you to begin
cormons who sympathize
with then you pick up enough non mormons
71
72
we
can win
with our point of view that

in november 1968 the liquor by the drink initiative was
to one margin
twoto
defeated by a two
citizens for a better utah had
organized a successful campaign composed of television radio
newspaper brochures and pamphlets
ashton spearheaded this
campaign spending almost eight months on a full time basis

organizing and planning strategy for his client the LDS church
citizens for a better utah let gillham decide what the fee
would be for the past eight months service
ashton felt an
obligation to his associates at gillham to charge an adequate fee
ashton then took his portion and paid his taxes and tithing the
remainder of his payment was donated to primary childrens
hospital ashton later said of the campaign and his efforts
1I feel strongly that you give your best efforts when
youre not paid and 1I didnt want to take any personal
pay for my role although it took a lot of professional
time
the lord had blessed me in the advertising
1
1
1
was
I
and
I
doing
I
just
right
that
business
felt
all
my
way
any
from
financially
role
in
benefit
shouldnt
although
with that liquor by the drink
initiative
it
73
71
took

this
identified
strategy
72
73
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all ten elements that have been
work ethic integrity and trust advocacy creativity
technical skills handling and working with people
campaign combined

p

127

p

133
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1
veness
and
organizational skills stick to itiveness
I think
results
iti
more importantly than these ten points is the civic and community
mind
ness that ashton displayed he was not concerned about making
mindness
kindness
money he was concerned about making a difference in his community
through utilizing his skills as a communicator
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CHAPTER 5

public communications director for the

LDS

church

the liquor bythe drink campaign was completed and
bythe
ashton took over his old accounts at gillham advertising the
agency progressed and ashton continued servicing his accounts
and having an influence on the gillham agency
in 1971 ashton received a phone call from president
harold B lees office asking him to meet with president
tanner and president lee that coming sunday morning
president lee began by saying that approximately a year

earlier the

church organized a department called internal
communications with J thomas fyans as managing director now

the church

was

prepared to organize a companion organization

called external communication
ashton had previously interviewed with a search committee
consisting of lee bickmore CEO of national biscuit company
general electric
president lee said the first presidency decided to invite
ashton to take the position president lee explained that the
brethren wanted the church to take the initiative instead of
responding and reacting to news events the church organized
a department called church information service that provided
news releases the church information service was also a place
where the media received information and inquired about the
president lee said the church wanted to broaden the
church
james

conkling

and

a

gentlemen

63

from

program to a world wide scale

handle

visitors centers

they wanted the department to
hosting pageants information

services exhibits television and motion pictures
after explaining what the operation would entail
president lee asked ashton if he would organize and direct it
ashton asked president lee if this was a business proposition
or a church call ashton had previous experiences in this way
sunday school general secretary and he wanted to know what
the exact situation was
ashton recalled very clearly
president lees response wendell if anybody has been called
with that response ashton did what
most faithful members of the church would do
he said
all
74
right im ready to respond
by the

lord you have

11

eldon tanner asked
leaving gillham advertising
N

if ashton

had any

hesitation in

ashton responded by saying he
did not feel any obligation to stay he had contributed at
gillham advertising and felt no further obligation to the
ownership but he did need sufficient time to turn over his
accounts to other account executives at gillham
ashton returned to gillham with the news of his upcoming
departure his associates asked if he would remain at gillham
ashton turned them
as a consultant for a monthly stipend
down because he felt he should go to the church without ties
to any advertising agency ashton often remarked I probably
1
1
thing
wise
I
I
did
smart
thing
the
do
f
but
the
didn
dian
felt
feit
t
didnt
1

elt
eit
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ashton recalled the announcement of his new position
1I remember when the announcement was to be
made president joseph fielding smith had just
passed away and president lee hadnt yet been
sustained as president of the church 1I asked
president lee whom should this announcement
come from the first presidency
which had
been dissolved with the death of president
or the
smith and hadnt been reorganized
he said well make
council of the twelve
the announcement from the first presidency
so 1I was announced as the new managing
director of the public communications
department by a first presidency that actually
didn
dian
but it was soon thereafter
t exist
didnt
organized with president lee as president N
G
marion
and
eldon tanner as first counselor
75
romney as second counselor

ashtons salary at the church

was

35000 a

50

percent

cut from the 71000 he made as an advertising account
executive in 1971 at gillham advertising ashton later said
of his decision but 1I still felt as id always felt that
1
so
I thought
ashton youd better
church
divine
the
is
so it was with that feeling
have your priorities straight

that

1I

accepted

76

this is

an example of doing what one

thinks is right ashton displayed integrity to oneself he
did what he believed was right even though he had to put his
personal interests aside
the church office building was still under construction
president lee
when ashton accepted his new church position
gave ashton an office located on the main floor of the church
75
76
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administration building

his office

located between the
president lee also told
members of the first presidency
ashton to report directly to him
ashton was not working
under the council of the twelve but working directly for the
first presidency and he had open access to the president
was

always

ashton accepted his position with the church the
advisors to the church information service were elder mark E
petersen and gordon B hinckley president lee was aware of
ashton7 s situation at the deseret news in 1950 and that elder
ashtons
petersen did not have a high opinion of ashtons management
skills lee let ashton decide if he wanted elder petersen as
an advisor
ashton indicated that he had something to prove
to petersen and wanted petersen to remain as advisor to
external communications ashton later said I felt that 1I
won his confidence and respect and he was wonderful to me
he offered me his own secretary when 1I became the managing
77
director of public communications
when

1

1177

the first item of business on ashtons agenda was to
change the department name
in talking it over he and his
associates decided external communications sounded like a
medical term the name was changed to public communications
which they felt described the role of their department much
11

better
77
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lefevre described when ashton took over as managing
director of public communications he wanted to get out and
get things done he was a human dynamo full of excitement
and enthusiasm
his enthusiasm was contagious and spread
throughout the staff he was always thinking looking for new
angles and looking for creative ways to communicate the
don

message

78
1178

ashton later described his role as a professional public
relations executive with the LDS church
1I might just say here that with gillham
1I was a
professional public relations executive there are
also what we call press agents or public
information officers but theres a big difference
1I
always felt that an able competent public
relations man is a salesman attorney and a press
agent rolled into one
he has to be creative and
think of the impact of certain news developments
1I
love public relations work 1I loved it with
gillham and 1I loved it with the church because it
of selling and journalism and
is a combination
youre an advocate for your client
advocacy
just as there are honorable attorneys who represent
their clientsyouwell 1I felt the same with public
give the media un
untruths
relations
dont
truths
youre honest
them but youre still an
with
79
advocate
ashton felt that in his position as public
communications managing director he was an advocate for
he met weekly with his advisors elder
church programs
petersen and elder hinckley but ashton felt like he had a
78

don
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lefevre interviewed
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free hand under the first presidency and his advisors when
a major story developed the public communications advisors
understood ashton would go directly to president lee
the second responsibility given ashton by president lee
was to act as church spokesperson in responding to network
television and news media president lee made it clear that
responding to the mass media in behalf of the church was
ashtons responsibility several problems occurred at the
time particularly with blacks not receiving the priesthood
when the network news wanted to have a spokesperson speak
about the issue of blacks and the priesthood ashton
responded

ashtons third responsibility

to organize his
department within the broad outlines given by the first
presidency ashton spent the first few weeks just trying to
lay an organizational blueprint he organized his department
into five divisions news and information electronic media
visitors centers hosting and pageants
the departments whole thrust was to take the initiative
in communicating the gospel message of the LDS church not
waiting to respond to people seeking information with this
objective in mind ashton established an office in new york
graves
as the public communications
with
city
charles
graves
representative ashton said of charles
he was a
he had a great knack for making friends
born salesman and thats really what a good public
1
a
say
As
man
I
be
has
to
relations
combination of journalism and selling he couldnt
was

its
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write a story so we would prepare stories for him
in salt lake but he sure could market them with
people like the new york times CBS ABC NBC
press
press
and
he had a great
associated
united
knack for making friends and selling them positive
stories on the church 1I remember in the new york
times he had a story on family home evening as
well as other stories on the 80seminary program and
on the home teaching program
graves
organized new york news conferences
charles
president lee flew to new york to participate in one
particular news conference president lee had served as a
salt lake county commissioner so he was not over awed in
meeting the press
this press conference from the
communications center of the world generated a large amount
of exposure for the church from the communications center of
the world
new
york
establishing
the
office the church later
after
established offices in london paris los angeles toronto
81
frankfurt sydney sao paulo and tokyo
the salt lake city public communications staff did the
majority of the work such as writing press releases
however ashton
backgrounders
back grounders and providing information
felt the church needed personal contacts with media
representatives in those key cities and countries A good
example is the london media they not only have influence on
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the british isles but also influence australia canada new
zealand and hong kong
this assignment utilized ashtons organizational skills
organizational and management skills are a must in the public

relations profession lefevre described ashtons management
style his management style was to make assignments and he
expected it to be completed he trusted you to do your job
he

didnt

manage
micromanage
micro

he delegated assignments and

didnt

shoulder to see you completed it
communications plans special events media relations and
marketing campaigns require organizational skills and
attention to detail to ensure a smooth running organization
over

look

you
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that meets the organizations objectives
another change ashton made after becoming managing
director of public communications was terminating the
advertising relationship with evans advertising
ashton
believed the public communications department could do better
than evans advertising
later the public communications
department did a series of advertisements in readers digest
ashton thought
and they employed an agency from detroit
there were advantages to using an agency from outside the
wasatch front because the outside agency could bring a non LDS
he believed the agency
viewpoint to the churchs message
helped eliminate a vocabulary unique to the church and helped
82
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the

church

convey

a

message

the

outside world

could

understand

readers digest is an
illustration of creativity creativity is the innovative idea
that captures the attention of the targeted public and helps
make the client successful
the target market was to
communicate the churchs message to non members
another program ashton and his staff developed was the
creation of a public communications director in each church
stake outside the wasatch front
the stake public
communications directors were to coordinate the efforts of
making media contact placing press releases and implementing
a public relations plan within their stake boundaries
in
multi
stake areas a coordinator was designated to combine the
multistake
stakes efforts implementing their communications plan
the southern california area is a good example showing
the implementation of this program
burt D lynn an
advertising and public relations executive for western
was
the southern california area public
airlines
communications director mr lynn organized a float entry in
the rose bowl parade featuring the theme families are
mr lynn also placed several stories with the los
forever
angeles times and with the electronic media in southern

advertising

california

the

church

in
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ashton was also responsible for the worlds fair expo
display
the worlds fair was in spokane
in 1974
washington the public communications department designed and
created the churchs exhibit
this responsibility was
assigned to thomas lasko who was in charge of creating
exhibits for visitor centers worlds fairs and special
expositions the exhibit in spokane was a replica of the gold
plates the building was built in the shape of the golden
plates with the rings and plates
inside was an exhibit where book of mormon prophets
actually spoke to people who came to hear the message the
church designed mannequins that looked like nephi samuel and
moroni the mannequins face was projected from a camera that
made the mannequin appear like it was speaking to the
audience the church also had special books of mormon printed
74 on the cover
which had moroni and expo 174
this exhibit was
84
14
a popular attraction of the 1974 worlds
worlds fair
on december 26 1973 ashton received a phone call from
D
arthur haycock the personal secretary to president harold
romney
came
president
B
while
wait
to
he
ashton
asked
lee
to the phone president romney informed ashton of the passing
of president lee and asked him to make the announcement to the
romney also told ashton spencer W kimball was with
world

latter

saints salt lake city utah

day
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N
room
and
in president leers
eldon tanner was in
that
lees
arizona for christmas
ashton had just seen president lee two days before at a
wedding reception
he realized the magnitude of this
assignment as he made the call to the associated press
informing them of president lees death after ashton made
the call he felt like president lee was going to phone and ask
why he called the press and embarrassed the church like

him

that

85

ashton promptly organized a news conference for president
NEC
kimball the new church president one question asked by NBC
news was
when did you actually become president and the
ashton never forgot president
leader of the mormon church
kimballs response when president lee took his last breath
81
86
1I assumed the mantle of president of the church
ashton later compared the two church presidents that he
served under regarding their styles in dealing with the press
president lee served as a salt lake county
commissioner he dealt with the tough problems of
being a public figure so he wasnt overawed with
the news conferences on the other hand president
kimball was a sweet kindly man who had no
experience in dealing with the news media 1I think
this was a great key to president kimballs
leadership and his inspiration he used to say to
me
ashton 1I dont like these press conferences
and 1I dont like to be interviewed on these network
wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon irving
1984 85 typescript p 193 the james moyle oral history program
archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah
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ill

television shows but if it helps the work
do it
that was his spirit
the transition from president lee to president kimball
proved to be a very difficult time public relations wise
87

president kimball

very inexperienced in communicating with
the news media the question of the church denying the
priesthood to the blacks was growing with intensity ashton
recalls an experience when he accompanied president kimball to
stockholm

was

sweden

there for an area conference we were in
his car and as 1I remember president tanner was in
we were talking about what they would
the car
probably ask him on a national radio interview in
1I told him the
sweden about the black question
statement that president lee had approved in which
there was this sentence someday the blacks will
1I felt that president
receive the priesthood
kimball was more opposed personally to the blacks
receiving the priesthood in the near future than
was president lee
and yet it was president
kimball who received the revelation bringing the
priesthood to the blacks
1I was with president kimball in news conferences
then 1I was invited by
and interviews in sweden
him to join him for the area conferences in japan
we
kong
hong
and
held
philippines
korea
the
and
news conferences in all those countries
was wonderful in his cooperation
president kimball
88
with the press
president
while
media
the
handled
relations
ashton
all
kimball spoke to the saints at area conferences throughout the
world while in samoa the editor of the island paper asked
ashton to write a story for the paper on president kimballs
we
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talk

ashton asked arthur haycock for an advance copy of
president kimballs remarks which haycock provided ashton
wrote his story in advance of the conference and delivered the
article to the samoan paper
when president kimball delivered his remarks he departed
entirely from his prepared text president kimball told the
people of samoa they were not Lama
lamanites
nites but that they were
Nep
nephites
he exhorted them to live
hites descendants of hagoth
haroth
uprightly and to remember who they were ashton immediately
scurried over to the newspaper and was able to pull the old
story and replace it with a new one that incident caused
ashton to adjust his news media contacts and make sure the
talks were given before he gave the press the finished story
ashton found japan to be the country most difficult to
obtain coverage for the church ashton said I found it was
very difficult to get publicity on president kimball because
however
in their eyes he was just the leader of a sect
ashton was able to get coverage on two other church leaders
president benson and david M kennedy special advisor to the
first presidency
president benson received coverage because he had ideas
about how to feed the worlds starving billions he was very
strong on teaching underdeveloped countries how to raise crops
david M kennedy received
more efficiently and productively
coverage because he was an international finance authority
two
the
to
the
none
fact
of
referred
the
however
articles
1

11
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gentlemen were in japan as a

the

LDS

result of their relationship to

church

while in manila a news reporter for the express tal
t1l
the
largest philippine newspaper asked ashton to arrange a photo
opportunity by having president kimball come out on the
K

landing of the plane and wave president kimball had already
boarded the plane so ashton asked kimball if he would come
out and wave
david kennedy criticized ashton for imposing
upon president kimball
ashton and kennedy had a
confrontation concerning the amount of time president kimball
was dealing with the press
ashton told kennedy that it was
his stewardship to handle the public communications and that
president kimball would let him know if he was out of line
was
kennedys responsibility to deal with government
it
89
leaders and ashton politely told kennedy that
the most memorable news conference with president kimball
was in washington DC when the newly completed temple was
president kimball
open to the public before the dedication
was in washington meeting with distinguished guests such as
betty ford warren berger representatives and senators
the press conference gave the opportunity for the church
to explain its beliefs on matters such as works for the dead
and how the temple was the portal to heaven in tying families
the public
together for eternity through temple marriage
communications department designed and created various pieces

ibid
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literature explaining the purpose of the temple ashton
later commented about the washington DC open house and press

of

conferences
some
felt that
come

of the most positive publicity
to the church in the past twenty
twentyfive
that has
five
years came through the opening of the washington
more people toured the temple there
DC temple
than at anytime before approximately 750000
people
of course president kimball was the
central figure there and his wonderful cooperation
with us in public communications enabled us to get
very positive articles in the national media
including the three major networks news magazines
news and world
newsweek
and
time
US
aimel
like timel
90
1I

report
re
when president kimball became ill
the press were
the media was there
notified of his hospital admittance
I can still
waiting for him as he arrived
ashton said
president kimballs secretary
remember arthur haycock
holding up his hand in front of the cameras as they followed
1I think this is the type of
kimball into the hospital
91
president
reporting that 1I would term irresponsible
kimball was entitled to some privacy and you do not need to
have the glaring cameras right in his face when there is a man
who is very seriously ill and is being wheeled into the
92
hospital
As ashton reflected on his time in public communications
and the many news conferences with the president he believed
1.1

1

1192
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people other than the church president could have handled
of the media duties

some

think we should have had fewer news conferences
in which the president of the church participated
and confined his contacts with the media to times
when he was giving official pronouncements rather
than subjecting him to that sometimes grueling
question and answer experience
in the
philippines they had president hinckley speak for
went very well and would make one
the church
it
more inclined to hold more press conference like
that because it is news when the president of the
church is visiting
but 93 someone other than him
can handle the questions
1I

electronic media
electronic media or radio television and motion
pictures all came under one division headed by heber G
s
bonnevie
worked
wolsey
bonnevi
closely
with
bonneville
division
this
lie
lle
thl
thi
international and their production departments one project
that received the most recognition was the home front series
public service announcements
the public communications
department decided to tie these announcements closely t 0 the
messages of family and the parent child relationship
in
1970 the home front series captured an estimated 15 million
in free advertising through public service announcements the
home front series won a clio award for its excellence in
television commercials
public communications looked upon the home front spots as
the reason the home front
opening doors and warming hearts
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series received so much exposure was because of the high
quality commercials being produced by wolsey and bonneville
the electronic media department also did several
television specials highlighting famous LDS people such as
johnny miller and billy casper
the special on johnny and
linda millers family centered on his being a good family man
and giving statements regarding how the
urch was central in
his life during interviews miller said that his family came
first the church came second and his golf came third
ashton said he was a powerful influence in getting our story
across at the time
in 1977 a special called the family and other living
things was produced by the electronic media department and
syndicated by several TV stations during the broadcast the
church invited people to phone or write for literature As a
result of that television special tens of thousands of
94

requests

print

came

for

LDS

literature

media

during ashtons tenure
advertise in readers
readerrs digest
proposal for the church to do
six times a year it was the

advertising of that type

done any

94
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brethren to
readers
reader s digest put together a
an eight to sixteen page insert
first time the church had ever
he convinced the

p
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ashton presented an idea to the brethren that if you have
25000 missionaries at 250 per month that amount multiplies
into hundreds of millions of dollars
if the church could
increase the productivity of the missionaries by 10 percent
a good investment
with a 5 million investment then
the church used the readers digest advertising for
approximately four years at an annual budget of approximately
6 million per year
the brethren wanted more of a hard sell
digest wanted more of a soft sell eventually
and readers di
the churchs message became a harder more doctrinal sell
20 years
the churchs demographics show most converts are 18
1820
old while readers digest has an older demographic
this
fact caused the church to discontinue the advertising

its

campaign

objective of the public communications department is
preparing the climate
the department often used the
expression of opening doors and warming hearts
that means
if you can increase the number of doors that open to the
missionaries by 20 percent you are also increasing the number
that was the original
of convert baptisms by that amount
approach with readers digest
then the church became much
one

direct and hard
sell by saying here are the distinctive
hardsell
you
can receive this brochure
gospel
features of the
it
gives you the distinctive teachings of mormonism in greater

more

80

detail

the church used both approaches

11

opening doors and warming hearts

direct sell

and
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hosting
hos
hostina
hosting was organized with two approaches first was the
hosting of VIPIS
VIPs
this was originally conducted by irene
staples ashton later called stan and oma wagstaff to help
wagstaffe
wagstaffs
and they later assumed the duties
wagstaff
the Wag
staffss were to
call through priesthood channels retired or semi retired
couples to serve in hosting distinguished visitors to salt
lake city including ambassadors members of congress the
consul general or even heads of state the couples were to
arrange all details of these visits including visits if
necessary to the first presidency and council of the twelve
the second approach involved organizing a group of women
to act as hostesses and guides for people going through the
church office building tours phyliss sandberg was in charge
of organizing this group she had approximately one hundred
women serving as tour guides
visitors asked these women for
tours of the church office building the tour began with the
giant mural of jesus in the church office building lobby the
tour continued with the guides explaining several points of
modern
deck
on
of
the
observation
and
concluded
the
interest
sky scraper on the observation deck the tour guides showed
points of interests throughout the salt lake valley
bibid
5ibid
ibid

p
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howard hughes

will
I guess that in all my time as public communications
director the story that drew the most attention world wide was
the purported howard hughes will said ashton the will was
delivered to ashtons office on the 25th floor of the church
office building A handwriting expert examined the will and
declared it genuine the church decided the will should be
delivered to the las vegas county courthouse ashton and the
churchs legal counsel delivered the will to the county the
media asked ashton if he believed the will was genuine or
I remember seeing the will and 1I still
he replied
fake
say what 1I said then that it was either genuine or an
ingenious job of counterfeiting
the story gained added credibility since many people
1

11

1

96

close to howard hughes were LDS however melvin dumars the
gas station attendant named in the will was very unstable and
eventually the people trying to get the will
unbelievable
recognized as genuine ran out of money to continue the courts
appeal process

cultivation
the managing director of public communications ashton
believed the cultivation and personal contact with media
representatives would pay benefits as well as future
press
reporter
was
one
an
example
associated
friendship
As

16
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david briscoe mr briscoe wrote several pieces about
the church that werent exactly what the church liked to see
printed but ashton continued to befriend and cultivate him
with the goal of making briscoes articles more accurate and
named

tempered

briscoe called and said he was working on a four part
series about the churchs finances briscoe asked ashton to
look through and ensure the articles accuracy
this is an
unusual practice that of a reporter allowing a public
relations professional to proof his articles accuracy the
proofing of the articles resulted through cultivating key
media and creating a personal relationship with those who are
four part
reporting on your organization ashton proofed the fourpart
series and found several inaccuracies which he corrected
before the serles
series was published
mr
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CHAPTER 6

publisher deseret

news

in 1978 ashton went to the deseret news and found
challenges awaiting him these challenges included a

many

declining subscription base re negotiating the joint
operating agreement between the salt lake tribune and the
press
news
losing money and a staff and
deseret
deseret
public who were skeptical about the LDS church sending its
public relations professional to be the deseret news
publisher

deseret

news

companv
publishing company

appointed as the executive vice president of
the deseret news publishing company that position had two
roles one was the publisher of the deseret news and the
press
press
was
was
president
of
the
other
deseret
deseret

ashton

was

commercial printing organization
the LDS churchs commercialprinting
deseret
press printed the churchs magazines manuals and books
press
sought commercial
working
keep
plant
to
the
deseret

accounts that supplemented the churchs business however
when the church needed something in a hurry the commercial
accounts were put aside printing project delays resulted
press
having a poor reputation and business
in deseret

practices
17

ibid

p
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84

press
paid for business that was not
deseret
profitable
the company also paid the salesmen whether or
not the salesmen collected on the accounts they serviced
press
did not specialize in any one or two
the deseret
98
printing areas
the church actually bid some books in
the chicago publishing market and found those bids cheaper
than the church could do in house
after two years ashton recommended to elder thomas S
monson who once was manager of deseret press that deseret
publishing divest from deseret press ashton suggested that
press
become the church printing services and a
deseret
division of church operations elder monson accepted the
recommendation and took the leadership role towards changing
the deseret press status

publisher
in 1978 ashton entered a newsroom that believed the
church wanted to replace him as the public relations
director and instead of sending him on a mission they sent

to the deseret news deann evans associate city editor
when ashton was made publisher recalled
the deseret news
was without a publisher since earl hawks death
bill smart
served as senior editor since hawks death the announcement
of ashton as publisher created fear and trepidation the
him
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church would exert more control over the paper

there was
great deal of worrying about ashton going from public
relations a focus to a news focus everybody was quite
worried

if

a

100

reporter said I think
there was some encouragement we were getting someone with
a background in journalism public relations and
advertising we the newsroom had hopes we would get a
101
tiloi
iol
removed
from
headquarters
church
further
little
our fears were unjustified he had
deann evans said
some real strong news instincts
he was a person who
whatever he was involved in he wanted to go first class he
was a champion of a good news operation
he championed a
twila

van

leer

a

deseret

news

1

11101

he was very competitive

cause

competitive

he wanted us

to be

102
11102

first

question asked ashton as publisher was
whether or not the staff could do investigative reporting
the newspaper was involved in some extensive investigative
reports particularly concerning the tooele
thoele army depot in
ashtons opinion the articles previously printed were
the
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excessive and he thought it tarnished the deseret news image
103
as a metropolitan family newspaper
the pinpoint team did a series of articles on the
central utah project the team uncovered cost overruns
mismanagement and delays
the articles were ready to run
in the deseret news when ashton stopped the stories from
being printed ashton stated that this was the worst thing
that could happen to the state the printing of the CUP
series and he did not want the responsibility for damaging
the project
after ashton stopped the report on the CUP J heslop
informed the pinpoint team that the deseret news wanted them
to do more in depth reporting than investigative the team
heslop replied by
asked what in depth reporting meant
giving the team a list of subjects the first item on the
paper
was
cream
explained
heslop
wanted the
the
ice
list
team to do an in depth report on ice cream such as how much
was consumed in utah how many calories it contained and
joe costanzo left the paper when he heard
how it was made
10
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van

pinpoint team member said we had no support
105
115
and the whole team fell apart
ashton said the following
my
put
had
to
foot down on some of this
ive
investigative reporting the staff has all wanted
to do it you see crusading and all this stuff
but ive felt it hasnt always been in the best
interest of the deseret news or the church
sometimes ive thought that for me to walk through
our newsroom was almost like walking through no
mans land because the word gets around fast with
a story and it
reporters as far as whose
killing
106
log
all came back to me
ashtons primary reason for being the deseret news
publisher was the re negotiation of the thirtyyear
thirty year contract
with the newspaper agency corporation NAC and the salt
lake tribune during the first three years as publisher
ashton was involved in negotiating the joint operating

leer

a

11106

agreement

reviewing newspaper policies

and meeting with

the editorial board to determine the papers editorial
content bill smart ran the papers day to day
107
operations
in 1950 the deseret news decided to challenge the salt
lake tribune for salt lake citys majority share in the
newspaper market
ashton was the deseret news managing
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editor the church invested millions of dollars into the
deseret news expansion the paper started a sunday edition
and expanded its coverage
As a result both papers began
losing money at the time one or two competing newspapers
joined efforts by pooling their mechanical advertising and
circulation operations while remaining independent in their
news and editorial positions
the salt lake tribune and the
deseret news proposed this model in the salt lake
market

108

As a

result of the joint negotiations the newspaper

agency corporation was founded in 1952

the

NAC

handled

both newspapers printing

daily press time for the tribune
am for the deseret news with the tribune

am and 6
publishing the sunday newspaper the NAC formed a combined
advertising department that offered a single rate which was
70 percent of the combined rate
when large companies saw
the single and combined rates they usually opted for the
was 12

combined

rate

log
109

W
and
wilford
ashton
kirton the churchs
in
legal counsel were the two principals in the NAC contract
re negotiation with the kearnstribune
kearns tribune corporation the
by
demanding
re
negotiations
the
tribune
lake
started
salt

1981
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percent of the NAC profits the 1952 contract called for
a 5050 division of the profits between the two newspapers
the tribune asserted that because of their larger
circulation 113000 subscribers which was 62 percent of the
total circulation they were entitled to 70 percent of the
70

profits

110

the kearns tribune group proposal in the NAC contract
re negotiations left the deseret news a very weak six day
newspaper with no basis from which to challenge the salt
lake tribunes circulation during a tense negotiation
point ashton approached the quorum of the twelve and told
them
look we want to continue a joint
boint agency operation
doint
with the tribune
better for both of us but 1I dont
think we should enter into another thirty year contract with
them for a joint agency operation if were going to be just
nill
nili
paper
a little weak sister
with the tribune
quorum
of
from
june
1981
the
with
authorization
of
in
the twelve leadership the deseret news laid out a position
we
do
we
agency
not
an
operation
want
but
if
that stated
get a reasonable agreement out of this we are prepared to
separate operations for both papers was the
go it alone
wanted
the
owners
and
principals
thing
tribune
the
last
tribune would face an all out competitive battle with the

its
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deseret news which had backing from the churchs
112
resources

at approximately this same time an american newspaper
publishers association equipment convention took place in
atlanta ashton attended the convention with one purpose in
goss
press demonstration where webb
mind
visiting the
presses were exhibited he inquired how long it would take
to deliver a giant webb press to the deseret news in salt
lake city
the following monday morning when ashton returned from
the convention he received an urgent call from mr gallivan
publisher of the salt lake tribune wanting to see him as
gallivan was concerned about the deseret
soon as possible
news exploring the possibilty
possi bilty of buying a press ashton
possibility
never forget 1I went into his office and he held
said
youre
temple
and
putting a gun to
finger
to
said
his
his

ill

our head

1

113
11113

news
was serious
knew
the
the
tribune
deseret
after
about keeping a viable newspaper in the salt lake valley
the tribune was willing to make some concessions it was
finally negotiated that the deseret news receive 43 percent
114
of the profits and the tribune receive 57 percent
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ashton felt they could have received more concessions
quorum
they
negotiated
of the
but
actually
the
for
than
twelve did not want to be unduly demanding ashton later
said of the joint operating agreement negotiations
1
say
was
can
a
I
negotiations
here
fine
line
it
that some of the brethren later felt well would1
we really want to go it alone
but at the time I
had authorization to let the tribune know that if
they didnt come to some sort of reasonable terms
with us then we could go that way of course it
was a game of power negotiating and our number
one strength was the fact that we had the
go it alone and get into an all out
resources
to
115

battle

1s

contract negotiation the deseret
news committed one major mistake each side agreed that the
tribune would publish a sunday edition for both papers
a
when
people
to
gave
an
advantage
shifted
the
tribune
this
most of the weekly deseret news subscribers
morning paper
also subscribed to the tribune sunday paper ashton later
said of the joint sunday paper
during the 1952

NAC

the sunday tribune was like an advertisement for
the week day tribune then also sunday papers
so by the time we launched the sunday
grew
advertising that
deseret news 30 percent of all
appeared in the tribune and news combined was in
was
so
sunday
tribune
sunday
that
tribune
the
as three days worth of the
really worth as much
weekday deseret news and the tribune combined
was
people
advertising
where
the
because thats
sunday paper
were spending more time with116
their
ilg
and it was a big advantage
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the 1981 re negotiations progressed ashton
suggested the two papers create a hybrid sunday paper where
the deseret news and the salt lake tribune both wrote a
separate local section and cooperated on all the other
sections of the paper the idea caught hold but as
negotiations were nearing an end both papers agreed to have
entirely separate sunday newspaper and allow the news to
117
Macra zine
have parade magazine
there was a real concern on both ashtons and president
monsons part because many subscribers enjoyed getting the
As

deseret news six days a week and the salt lake tribune on
the seventh day both sides agreed that tribune subscribers
could not take the tribune six days a week and then take the
sunday deseret news and vice versa
the fear existed that
those taking the deseret news and the sunday salt lake
tribune would switch entirely over to the tribune
the tribune allowed the deseret news to subscribe to
syndicated wire stories for their new sunday edition the
agreement gave the deseret news the opportunity to run
press
press
international knight ridder
united
associated
new york times washington
washincrton post and other syndicated stories
the tribune previously held exclusively
another important development was the two papers
written agreement to work towards closing the gap between
the two papers circulations evening newspapers across the
117

ibid

p
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country were losing circulation while morningpapers
morning papers were
gaining through the NAC the tribune agreed to work hard
to close the circulation gap
the agreement also formed an executive committee that
consisted of the two newspaper publishers and the NAC
general manager which met weekly or as necessary

circulation
before the deseret news started its sunday paper the
daily circulation was approximately 70000 of those
70000 approximately 55000 were subscribers to the sunday
salt lake tribune the paper instituted a forced

circulation

if

customers subscribed to the deseret
news six days a week they could not subscribe to the sunday
where

news
policy
of
the
because
lake
tribune
deseret
this
salt
lost approximately 200 subscribers who switched to the salt
lake tribune in order to continue receiving the sunday
news
0
subscribers who
deseret
tribune paper of the 15000
1500
were not taking any sunday paper 13000 began subscribing
to the sunday deseret news single copy sales of the sunday
deseret news accounted for an additional 3500 copies
ashton decided to move the church news from the papers
maor
saturday distribution to a sunday distribution the major
reason for the change was to create a strong seven day paper
a
many
having
over
concern
people
voiced
circulation
LDS faithful expressed these
sunday paper in their home
94

concerns after hearing general authorities speak against the
118
lib
inq
rea
reading of sunday newspapers
ashton answered each
objection received with a personal letter in which he
explained the need for a strong metropolitan paper 119

frustration ashton faced was increasing the deseret
news circulation and closing the gap between the deseret
news and the tribune
the total penetration or combined
circulation of the two newspapers was below the national
average
the salt lake valley newspaper readership was one
one

of the lowest in the country although the education level in

the highest
st
the new joint operating
highe
agreement allowed the deseret news to begin a separate
advertising campaign to increase readership while ashton
was publisher the desert news spent 500000 a year in
radio and television advertising anticipating increased
circulation evans said ashton was trying to make the
deseret news a strong presence in the community using every
121
skill he learned in advertising and public relations
the circulation of evening newspapers was declining
utah

was one of

12
120

throughout the united states

ashton attributed this
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readership
UT

&

benson
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decline to the following reasons 1 people spent their
evenings watching television instead of reading the
newspaper 2 people read the newspaper in the morning with
breakfast or before going to work and 3 more people were
interested in college and professional sports which were
122
accentuated by cable TV
the deseret news performed an operational audit that
showed for an evening paper to be successful the paper must
be delivered on time
the deseret news was to be on the
customers doorstep no later than 5 515 pm
the paper
moved the printing deadline up so the paper was in the rack
by 1130 am this allowed people going to lunch an
opportunity to buy the afternoon paper the papers
papers first
the papers last
edition printing deadline was 1030 am
edition printed by 130 pm with the intent that home
delivery be no later than 530 pm
I1

editorials
in his tenure ashton gave some broad guidelines to how
he wanted the papers editorial page to reflect their view
point A good example was the federal deficit he
instructed the three editorial writers to take a

wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon
irving 1984 85 typescript p 339 the james moyle oral history
program archives historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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conservative stance on the issue which meant the reduction
or elimination of the deficit
each morning the three editorial writers bill smart
senior editor and ashton sat down and reviewed the
editorials written for the next days paper during the
meeting the subject matter and the thrust of the editorial
were agreed upon
sometimes the group did not agree
ashton took the arguments more conservative side and bill
smart took a more liberal view of the situation thereby
creating lively and spirited debates ashton viewed himself
as thinking more like the churchs leadership because of his
extensive background with the church by serving as the
public communications director on the correlation and
leadership committees and on the sunday school general
board
sometimes during the pre writing discussion ashton came

into the meeting and said here is what we are going to
at other times he
write about and here is our position
said I dont know enough about the issue why dont we dig
into it and produce something that is fair and reasonable
knowing the previous stances of the paper
the staff
staff went
1

back and prepared an

position

123

ibid

and ashton

p

editorial

which followed the

usually accepted

356
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it

papers

for publication
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personnel

situation involving deann evans managing editor
bill smart editor and J heslop executive editor was
representative of how ashton dealt with personnel and morale
one

evans was granted a leave of absence with the
intent of pursuing a doctorate degree and teaching

problems

communications

she decided she would attend the

university

of utah and take her leave of absence in the fall of 1985
evans was having second thoughts about leaving the deseret
news

this decision

was compounded when brigham young

university offered her a position plus half salary to pursue
her doctorate at the university of missouri BYU requested
she wait one more year before taking advantage of this
opportunity
upon granting evans her leave of absence ashton
promised heslop her position as the managing editor evans
decision to stay caused a problem because of the promise
made to heslop
ashton felt that since evans tendered her
resignation she had to leave ashtons decision that evans
evans was well
must leave caused a stir among the staff
liked and many people felt like ashton was forcing her to
leave the news
the deseret news morale was low so ashton scheduled a
meeting with evans however she was unable to attend when
ashton came to his
she went home with a migraine headache
evans
memo
which
a
from
morning
on
and
found
saturday
office
98

stated that heslop encouraged her to stay as the deseret
news managing editor
ashton immediately phoned heslop
asked him if he told evans to stay at the deseret news
heslop haltingly admitted that it was true ashton

and

considering the new information asked heslop how he felt
about evans staying on as the managing editor heslop
replied that it would be all right with him
evans said ashton reacted this cant be
he didnt
want to slight heslop
he wanted heslop to have a vital
role 1I also believe he was getting pressure from above to
give heslop who had just returned from a mission an
important position within the paper ashton wouldnt
discuss the issue with me so 1I wrote him a long memo an
angry memo saying heslop had encouraged me to stay ashton
latched onto that statement and 1I stayed at the deseret
news

it

1I

felt like this affected

always

our relationship and

took several years for us to get back to the easy going

relationship

had before

we

11124
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ashton met with evans on monday nov 19 1984 and
explained the whole situation to her and then offered to let
her stay as the managing editor evans said she wanted to
do that
ashton then asked her if he had her support as
youve
always had my support
replied
she
publisher

124
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ashton then proceeded to meet with evans heslop and
smart where he explained the situation to all of them
considering the new information ashton told them he was
agreeable to having evans stay on as the managing editor
he then looked at each one and asked them if he had their
support as publisher he proceeded telling them that this
was the time to let him know if he did not have their
support each one looked back at him and told ashton he had
their support when they finished ashton told them then
well go from there the next thing well do is meet with
125
all our editors and department heads
ashton met with the department heads and explained the
situation with evans and his previous and current position
ashton told the department heads that evans would stay with
the deseret news he further explained that the deseret
news had several things going for it at the time such as
editorial content and a skilled professional staff

conflict of interest
involved in the community as the utah
symphony president and as the salt lake chamber of commerce
president evans who was appointed as managing editor by

ashton

ashton said

was

there

was a

perception of

a

conflict of

wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon
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interest especially in the

in the business end
not heavy handed in the

symphony and

he was
business section
126
regulating of the newsroom
ashton was concerned about the areas where he had a
conflict of interest and he took steps to protect himself
and the paper from being influenced
he told the reporters
covering those areas to write the stories without showing
evans said he
him and then he would read it in the paper
told the symphony reporter to just cover the symphony
dont show me the story just print it
evans commented
the publisher is the direct
representative of the owner and is responsible for the
dollars and cents of the paper and the owners
representative in the community the publisher needs to be
involved in the community but it cant effect the way you
127
cover the news
11

advertising content
the deseret news had a perception of being an in house
organ for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
this perception created a view among the salt lake public
that they were not getting an objective view on all the
we the LDS church want a strong metropolitan
issues

editorial

126
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paper

so

we

can have a strong voice to take a strong

editorial position against issues like the

ERA

and

liquor

you need a

strong voice but were convinced
that you just cant have a strong metropolitan newspaper and
edit out too much of this stuff R rated advertisements

by the drink

comic

strips

128
11128

the newspaper commissioned a survey by ruth clark
mark
dark which
f il i atlon with the church hurt the deseret
revealed the af
affiliation
news more than it helped the paper
the study showed the
deseret news had to convince the public that the paper
129
conducted good thorough and aggressive reporting
evans said the deseret news did some good aggressive
reporting they hadnt done for several years ashton was an
advocate for us in that regard he could be educated
if
you could get him on your side he would fight for you to the
1I saw him go to bat for us
end fighting for your story
he picked his battles
and sometimes not go to bat for us
130
wisely
in his early days as publisher ashton discouraged and
even stopped the publication of some investigative reports
As he served as publisher he learned what it would take to
interviewed by gordon
irving 1984 85 typescript p 344 the james moyle oral history
program archives historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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9deann
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the deseret news a strong metropolitan paper with
aggressive reporting

make

I must confess
in the salt lake tribune
1I was employed by the deseret news for 13 years
a bias
1I
loved the work and profited from my association with some of
the finest human beings around but my decision to escape
to academic life centered mainly around the frustrating
controls on coverage of issues sensitive to the mormon

evans wrote

church

1

131

struggled with the
editorial content of items not directly written and edited
by the newspaper staff was a three strip series of the comic
Doones bury
authored by gary trudeau for much of
strip doonesbury
the 1980s this comic strip was very popular many of the
comic strips subjects satired
satires by trudeau were politically
or socially important trudeau talked about issues such as
en
homosexuality and political issues
often
his characters oft
anity
profanity
used prof
one day ashton was meeting with a member of the quorum
of the twelve when the apostle brought up the subject of
quorum
member told
doonesbury
bury
Doones
comic
the
strip
the
Doones bury from the
ashton that he should eliminate doonesbury
newspaper because it taught poor values to the young people
reading the paper ashton agreed wholeheartedly but said
A

good example how the

deseret

news

11

on

the media deseret news kept quiet
story salt lake tribune february 26 1993 pf3

13deann
deann evans
13

LDS

comment on

103

to look at the other side of the picture if
Doones bury
the deseret news dropped doonesbury
the salt lake tribune
would immediately include it in their papers editorial
content this would reinforce the perception that the LDS
132
news
church controlled the deseret
content
gary trudeau took an 18 month sabbatical from creating
when he returned he did a
Doones bury
the comic strip doonesbury
three strip series that was a satire on deity being involved
in president reagans re election campaign ashton decided
Doones bury those three
the deseret news would not run doonesbury
days
his decision received national attention many
people commended him for his stand while others felt it was
133
censorship by the churchs newspaper
another example of crucial decisions made by the
publisher was when parade magazine printed under the
tribune mast head and delivered through the deseret news
the
featured a cover story called sex in america today
news did not realize the article was in parade magazine
until 1045 pm saturday night ashton faced a dilemma and
he explored his options
if he ignored it and said nothing
the readers would feel like the news approved of this type
however if he pulled the magazine
of editorial content

that

he needed

11

11
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he would have some saying he was censoring the news

if

he

ran an apology in the sunday paper the news would draw
attention to the story ashton and his staff with the
board of directors7
directors support decided to leave parade
magazine in the paper
they printed an apology in mondays
paper stating they discovered the article too late to remove
it from sundays paper
7

the next day proved how hard it was to please the daily
readership of a metropolitan newspaper before people
received the apology they began calling the paper saying
how incensed and outraged they were that the deseret news
some
had editorial content of that nature in their paper
people vented their anger by canceling their newspaper
subscription after the apology was printed the des
eret
deseret
news received calls criticizing the paper for publishing the
apology

134

president lee established a policy of not accepting R
rated movie advertisements this policy was developed when
a small percentage of the movies released during the year
become
as
have
they
were Rrrated
majority
in
of
the
instead
rated
the movie industry the deseret news found many people
subscribing to the paper wanted to know when R rated movies
ashton reflected on
played at the theaters around town
we
news
found that a lot of
findings
overall
the deseret
our good active LDS people wanted to know what R rated
134

ibid

f

p
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movies were

better than the

wholesomeness was concerned

PG

rated movies as far as

135
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ashton proposed and had approved a policy change that
movie
allowed the printing of Rrrated
advertisements
rated
ashton still found many challenges even though the policy
was changed

he began

more and more

PG

and

R

rated

he considered sensuous or pornographic

that

movie ads

editing

ashton continued editing the illustrations until the largest
motion picture organization pulled all of their deseret news
ashton later said
we didnt mind losing the revenue but you had
good LDS subscribers who couldnt find out where a
PG movie was running and who complained about it
to us so it- s been a fine line to walk even
now
sometimes get an illustration for a PG or
R rated movie and well get protests from people
you
why
say
do
them
they
and 1I don
blame
but
t
dont
you
news
have to go
get
in the deseret
let that
along a little way or theyd pull their
advertising and it isnt for the money that we
so
an
do it but for the readership
131
136
increasing challenge to our church standards

advertising

its
ill

its

a
members
received
of
board
the
directors
all
smut
a
pornographic
being
accusing
of
ashton
letter
peddler for allowing the deseret news to advertising R
R
of
ad
reprints
included
movies
the
rrated
rated
letter
rated
the
movies such as best little whorehouse in texas

one time
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letter said
rated

either get rid of ashton or get rid of your

movie ads

R

137
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the deseret news refused some ads because they attacked
the LDS church president however the newspaper normally
accepted ads attacking the LDS church
whenever the
deseret news did not accept an ad the group immediately
went to the local television stations
then there was a
television story saying that this was an ad the salt lake
tribune printed but the deseret news refused to print the
refusal of ads and the subsequent publicity reinforced the
perception of church censorship in the deseret news
131
138
content
the paper is facing no win situations but
were facing more of those and 1I think my feeling now
and 1I feel our board is behind me is that were not
going to tamper as much though some of this
objectionable material gets in if youre a
you cant keep tampering with
metropolitan newspaper
139
these things
evans said of ashton

he was tenacious as a bulldog

determined to succeed if you get ashton on your side there
is no better person fighting for your cause he is

tenacious and determined

140
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salt lake city

CHAPTER 7

civic leadership

salt lake

chamber of commerce

while serving as the managing director of public
communication for the LDS church ashton was nominated to
serve as the first vice president for the salt lake chamber

kastler president elect
kastler retired from the salt lake chamber of

of commerce by BZ

when mr

commerce

ashton assumed the role of president in 1978 79
the chamber of commerces main objective and activities
were 1 to attract new industry to utah 2 to monitor
closely the matters before the utah legislature that
affected small and large businesses 3 to promote the
goodwill of the city with its neighboring cities and 4 to
141
build the citys image before the american public
several projects were accomplished and received
recognition for salt lake city during ashtons tenure as
president of the salt lake chamber of commerce salt lake
city was named the best major city to live in america to
money
magazine
by
the survey resulted in salt lake
live
city receiving large amounts of media coverage around the

united states
while president of the chamber of
sam

D
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battistone
p

mr

battistone

264
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was

ashton met
the owner of the new
commerce

orleans jazz and sambo restaurants his wife was from lehi
utah and he was a convert to the church of jesus christ of

latter

day

church

142

saints

mr

battistone

featured in the
church news which allowed ashton to become acquainted with
him
during the conversation he told ashton he was
considering moving the new orleans jazz to salt lake city
mr battistone asked ashton what he thought about salt lake
city as a possible site for his team ashton thought it
would be wonderful for salt lake city and for the
was

orleans jazz financial situation was not good
the dome was a financial burden on the community new
orleans city officials booked conventions in the dome and
bumped the jazz from the facility this caused the jazzs
financial outlook to be poor these circumstances
necessitatedsam
necessitated sam battistone to move his team the national
basketball association leadership did not like their
city to city the NBA felt it
franchises moving from cityto
created an instable feeling and they were reluctant to
the

new

approve a change
mr

city

143
141

request to the NBA for a
owners considered the request at

battistone submitted
the other

change

NBA

a

lake area chamber of commerce
salt
plays key role in bringing jazz NBA franchise to utah in 1979
archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city utah p 2
112
142

143
141
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their winter meeting held at the chicago airport hyatt ted
wilson mayor of salt lake and wendell ashton president of
the chamber of commerce were present to represent the city
and pitch why the owners should approve mr battistones
application to

the franchise
the owners were behind their scheduled agenda while
ashton waited he obtained a list of the owners the list
contained their name team and something about each owner
when ashton walked in for the meeting he called each team
move

owner by name and

team

told

them a

fact

he knew about

their

144

mayor wilson and

ashtons presentation included the

following facts or reasons the jazz should be allowed to
1
move
utah was the ffourth
ourth ffastest growing state in the
united states 2 basketball experienced a high degree of
interest in utah the high level of basketball interest is
illustrated by 40000 people who played organized basketball
the
church city and high school
each year
university of utah and BYU were consistently among the top
ten in their game attendance also the ABA stars
experienced good support while located in utah 3 ashton
organized a program of selling jazz season tickets in case
the team came to utah he sold 3000 tickets before they
these
even knew if the jazz would be coming to utah

ie

144

ibid

p
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tickets

were sold on the condition

that if the jazz did not

they would refund all of their money
in new orleans the mayor and other prominent business
people organized a similar season ticket program when they
were at the chicago meeting the owners asked them how many
season tickets they had sold to keep the franchise in new
orleans the reply was almost none and that sealed their
come

fate

145

the owners voted to move the franchise here and 1I felt
that it was a great boon far more important than just
to have an athletic team here 1I felt that having the
utah jazz here told america that salt lake city was
major league it would be a great asset in attracting
new industry to utah then 1I remembered a statement
that hugh B brown had made once east of denver utah
1I felt it would help the
and mormon are synonymous
missionary effort of the church by letting them know
that out there where theres sagebrush and jackrabbit
cormons
Mor mons
and odd people like mormons
would give us
it
respectability so 1I felt pleased 1I had taken the
leadership in helping move the franchise to salt lake
as
city 1I think that was my greatest accomplishment
146
president of the chamber of commerce
in february 1983 wendell escorted violinist itzhak
perlman to a concert and reception sponsored by first
security corporation on the way to the reception held at
the marriott hotel the men were passed through the back
alley while walking mr perlman noticed many people
exiting the salt palace and wanted to know what they had
7
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14wendell
wendell J
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ill

attended ashton answered they had attended a utah jazz
perlman immediately said
oh the utah
basketball game
jazz that
he then
allows
ellows
thatss adrian dantley and all those ffellows
proceeded to speak of the new york knicks
enicks and was very
knowledgeable about the national basketball association
you know if the utah jazz had been
perlman stated
NBA
palace
playing the knicks
have
been
and
enicks
the
in
salt
id
147
11147
not in your symphony hall
at the reception spencer eccles called ashton over to
discuss the status of the utah jazz sam battistone had
some preliminary talks with spencer eccles about obtaining a
large loan to carry the team through the following season
worth saving the
eccles asked ashton do you think
jazz and ashton replied I surely do
then eccles
asked well how do the church brethren feel about it
I cant speak for the brethren but 1I think
wendell said
they feel very kindly about keeping the jazz franchise here
148
for all that it means for the church
first security proceeded to consolidate all outstanding
utah jazz loans and gave the team a single loan totaling 6
84
198384
million the loan tided the jazz through their 1983
season the 1984 season was the most successful as far as
attendance and win loss record in the teams history the
jazz won the midwest division
11
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eccles called ashton in march 1984 and said
look the bank examiners are going to be checking this and
werve
weve
1I
welve got to get this loan with the utah jazz resolved
gave them a loan for twelve months to tide them over the
loan is due in april 1984 and weve got to find at least 6
million in equity money for them to keep the franchise
here
ashton was happy to help and said he would go to
mr

work on

it

immediately

149

ashton called fred ball president of the chamber of
commerce and put together a meeting of six prominent salt
lake business people interested in the jazz these people
were pulled together to devise a strategy on raising the 6

million
the strategy was to sell limited partnerships of
350000 to 20 businesses to raise the 6 million plus 2
million in capital the financiers based on offers from
other cities estimated the jazz were worth approximately
150
12 to 18 million
the chamber of commerce made a presentation to deseret
management corporation that included david B haight chair
and gordon B hinckley as a board member
ashton arranged
commerce
area
chamber
of
lake
dwendell
ashton
iwendell
J
salt NBA
wendell
plays key role in bringing jazz
franchise to utah in 1979
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for the presentation mr eccles dave checketts vice
president for marketing of the jazz and fred ball gave a
three part presentation to the board their presentation
included charts and graphs
the data showed how much it
meant for utah and the church to the jazz in the state
the utah jazz franchise generated a great deal of publicity
through their coverage in newspapers radio television and
magazines

151

the presentation finished the three gentlemen
asked deseret management corporation to buy three or four
units through its business entities at 350000 a unit the
strategy was if the church showed their concern about the
franchise then the three gentlemen could approach other
businesses and say the church purchased shares won
wontt you
also support us
president hinckley and monson talked to ashton and said
they wanted the franchise to remain in salt lake city but
they were concerned whether the church should invest in a
professional sports franchise even through its business
when

entities
president hinckley again talked to ashton at the open
house and dedication of the church museum of history and
art he expressed concern and desire to help with the jazz
situation and hoped utah would not lose the franchise
however
151

ibid
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p
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expressed concern about the church
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investing money through its corporations ashton suggested
calling a meeting of twenty affluent business people and
have a member of the twelve there to express support for
financing the franchise president hinckley didnt feel
that a member of the twelve would be appropriate ashton
suggested a member of the seventy and specifically hugh W
pinnock
president hinckley agreed
A breakfast meeting was arranged at the hotel utahs
roof restaurant at the hotel utah ashton and hugh pinnock
invited twenty five business people eighteen of which
attended pinnock gave a presentation about the importance
of the utah jazz and seven businesses agreed to

participate
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president hinckley continued to express interest in the
plight of the jazz and expressed a commitment to have church
corporations invest heavily in season tickets ashton
continued pitching businesses trying to sell utah jazz
equity shares emmanuel floor president of triad utah
heard the utah jazz were in financial difficulty he spoke
Khas shoggie family about the utah jazzs financial
to the khasshoggie

state
meanwhile the

salt lake

chamber of commerce asked

ashton to chair an appreciation luncheon for the utah jazz
being the midwest division champions the luncheon held at
the hotel utah had more than 700 local business leaders who
152
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presented awards and showed support for the utah jazz
approximately ten minutes before the luncheon the
Khas shoggie family and triad utah worked out arrangements
khasshoggie
with a group of bankers to guarantee the entire 6 million
however the jazz organization continued going to
individuals selling equity shares that were bought from the
Khas
khasshoggie
shoggie family the announcement was made at the
luncheon
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salt palace
wendell ashton said the following about the salt palace
palace
always
the
that
is a great
salt
felt
ive
asset to the community the salt palace provides
for the citizenry of the salt lake valley
entertainment that we couldnt have provided
otherwise for example we bring in the disney
shows we bring in the horse shows they hold the
47 rodeo there it just provides and
days of 114711
ideal setting for enriching the quality of life in
salt lake city in terms of entertainment a
just been fine
culture and sports events

its

thing

the salt palaces benefit is its role in attracting
conventions and various shows and exhibits to the salt lake
valley the salt lake tourist and convention bureau
advocated the expansion of the salt palace to increase its
iea derst
lea
exhibit space in 1981 several community leaders
including wendell ashton discussed the idea of expanding
the salt palace through a bond issue
1 53
153
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ashton went to president tanner and explained the
proposal he presented
resented the benefits the church received
when large conventions came to salt lake city such as 1
increased temple square tours 2 exposure to salt lake
city and 3 the opportunity for the church to teach
day saint
thousands of people each year about latter
latterday
beliefs president tanner and the other members of the
first presidency supported the bond issue
the salt lake tribune always supported the salt palace
through editorials under ashtons leadership the deseret
news also supported the project
ashton commented the
following about the importance of both papers supporting the
we have found in the salt
bond issues through editorials
lake valley that bond issues do not go with tribune only
support while they have a larger circulation than the
deseret news they dont have the editorial clout that the
so with the church and the news behind it we
news has
154
promoted it hard and the bond issue did pass
ashton served on the planning and construction
W
john
gallivan publisher
expansion
with
committee for the
of the salt lake tribune serving as committee chair
ashton served on
as the symphony
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symphony

wendells first wife marian reynolds ashton
symphony devotee

she loved to

listen to the

was a

symphony and

tried to get ashton to attend with her she was never able
to get him to the symphony ashton later commented I ffeit
felt
elt
eit
1

like the symphony was something for women and for my
recreation 1I like fishing sports and gardening 1I loved
marian dearly but she never could get me to go to the
she would go with her mother or her

symphony

just felt it

sissy thing for

sister

but 1I

to go to a symphony
155
concert
in 1962 marian ashton passed away from
cancer this left ashton a widower with five children
after a year ashton married belva barlow she also
was a symphony devotee
belvas friend marie bagley sang
in the mormon tabernacle choir which on occasion received
she gave belva her tickets
complimentary symphony tickets
eugene
ormandy
and
ashton
philadelphia
orchestra
the
for
wanting to make a good impression on his new wife agreed to
1
I
experience
of
the
said
concert
ashton
the
attend
wanted to please my bride with all the challenges of coming
very
some
them
of
home
a
with
children
five
still
into
1I didnt enjoy
young so 1I went with her to the concert
swing
ormandy
1
watching
enjoy
much
I
so
did
music
but
the
was a

a man

1

his baton
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during this same period ashton was asked to chair the
american cancer societys statewide cancer crusade ashton

felt like it was something he should do for imarians
marians sake
ashton identified mr woodbury as
if for nothing else
the person to serve as the salt lake county crusade chair
157

ashton and mr woodbury worked together to far exceed the
cancer crusade goal shortly after the crusade woodbury
became the utah symphony board president
mr
woodburys appointment as utah symphonys
after
president he asked wendell if he would serve as the
158
symphonys first vice president
ashton really didnt
have any interest in the symphony and thought his new wife
felt that he already had too many community obligations
ashton told mr woodbury he needed to discuss it with his
wife thinking she would tell him that he was too busy and

didnt

have the time

ashton approached his wife about the symphony board
proposition she immediately responded that this was one
civic responsibility he should do she then outlined how all
his civic involvements were related to the church this
would be a good opportunity for ashton to broaden his
contacts throughout the community while being helpful for
his advertising business and the church ashton said of
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1965

11

ashton

p

279

named

salt lake city
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UT

deseret

news

23

march

I felt like 1I had pinned myself to please
the experience
her 1I went back to mr woodbury and told him id be the
59
iii159
lil
symphonys s first vice president 11159
symphony
at the time the symphony was struggling financially
ashton was trying to sell season tickets but there were no
season ticket holders to use as a working base ashton went
from business to business selling four tickets at each
business in efforts to raise the needed 400000 operating
1

111

budget

in 1965 the renowned pianist gina bachauer a greek
native received an invitation for the utah symphony to
attend the annual athens music festival the symphony
As ashton
needed 150000 to participate in the festival
recalled woodbury and 1I were inexperienced enough that we

couldnt raise it the money
160
proceeded to start raising the money
they had barely begun raising the money

didnt

know you

so

we

when woodbury

struck with a massive stroke the symphony expected
ashton as first vice president to take over the
161
symphony
the utah symphony expected ashton to raise
the funds necessary for the symphony to go on their first
was

ashton oral history interviewed by gordon
typescript p 280 the james moyle oral history
program archives historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
119wendell
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SL ad executive gains symphony Dpresidency
lake tribune 2 september 1966 section
161it

120

the salt

world tour of europe and attend the athens music

festival

162

ashton began raising money he went to the church who
committed 17500 to businesses and to the state
department
he asked the state department for 50000
ashton being a life long republican felt uneasy asking
senator moss to request the money so ashton went to calvin
W
rawlins who was known as mr democrat and a symphony
board member rawlins asked senator moss to request the
money
senator moss was turned down twice by the state
department
senator moss called vice president humphrey and
explained how much it meant to utah and ted moss the state
department reluctantly gave the symphony the needed money
ashton had raised enough money for the symphony to make the
163
world tour
greece
symphony
performed
concerts
in
the
three
playing at the historic herod atticus amphitheater in
athens they were invited to a reception hosted by king
constantine and his two sisters princess irene and princess
sophia the symphony continued their tour by playing

harold lundstrom symphony receives invitation to athens
B
news
7
UT
1965
september
section
city
deseret
salt lake
16
wendell J ashton oral history interviewed by gordon
irving 1984 85 typescript p 280 the james moyle oral history
program archives historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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concerts in belgrade ljubljana yugoslavia vienna berlin

stuttgart

and london
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playing in europe and greece was a tremendous
accomplishment for the utah symphony orchestra
however
the tour was more successful for the symphony at home
because it let utahns
utahna know that a quality orchestra was
within the community the tour helped the symphony by
informing the public through positive media exposure by
raising additional contributions and by increasing season

ticket sales
ashtons role with the symphony was mainly a fund
raising responsibility ashton discussed his role with the
a
symphony
developed
great affection and esteem for
ive

didnt know anything about music
am
was
a
an
and
music
actually
that
illiterate
still
1I left all the music and programming to him
advantage
he left to me all the business end of it we had a small
staff and struggled beginning in 1965 and 1966 1I
personally raised most all the money
maurice abravanel

1I

1I

and

165

fundraising responsibility increased
each year over the next twenty years while he served as the
chief executive officer in 1985 wendell was hosting 150
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p

to

breakfasts or luncheons each year for the sole
purpose of raising money ashton was raising approximately
151.5
15 million each year on the symphonys behalf
since the first tour to europe the symphony has played
three additional tours to europe a tour to the caribbean
and south america carnegie hall new york and washington
over ashtons twenty year career the utah symphony
DC
became rated by fortune magazine as one of the twelve best
166
in the united states
maurice abravanel launched a program to take the
symphony from school to school and community to community
the utah legislature funded approximately 60 to 80 percent
of the cost
the symphony performed approximately 250
concerts a year in 1974 the symphony became a full time
orchestra which brought a new set of challenges in
administering the business affairs all musicians were
unionized and the union was constantly seeking higher
salaries that made it difficult to keep the symphony
viable
the symphony through ashtons leadership had created a
6 million endowment
to continue expanding the 6 million
200

ashton started a sponsorship program where
the sponsorship
businesses sponsored a symphony evening
was packaged in a way that made it appealing for businesses
to participate the sponsor received tickets to the event
endowment

166
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buffet dinner reception with the guest artist and
pictures for the special guests the sponsorship package
allowed businesses to contribute to the symphony while
providing an evening of entertainment for their special
a

guests
ashton expressed concern regarding the symphonys
future
my feeling now is that the future of the utah
symphony is going to rest not so much on the
leader as on an organization abravanel was a
great leader he carried the burden before
woodbury and 1I came onto the scene both financial
burden as well as the musical burden but now
1I think we have a great
too big for that
musical director in joseph silverstein and hell
be wonderful but he isnt going to have the time
nor the expertise to raise the money168 so 1I think
the answer there is with our staff
the tabernacle on temple square was the symphonys home
for thirty years it was also the site for political
rallies presidents eisenhower kennedy johnson nixon all
spoke from the tabernacles pulpit
in 1974 president lee
167

its

now
he
were
ashton
ashton
his
into
office
told
called
not going to push you out but well be grateful if youll
169
go to work on a new home a concert hall
the state of utah was preparing for the 1976
bicentennial celebration and ashton was appointed to the
governor
by
commission
utah american revolution bicentennial
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calvin rampton the governor appointed obert C tanner as
the chair the two men decided the commissions goal was to
give utah a new concert hall as a bicentennial gift
governor rampton recommended to the legislature a 656.5
65
million appropriation toward building a new symphony hall
the legislature passed the appropriation the commission
needed an additional 10 million for financing the total
project
ashton suggested a bond issue be placed before the
people with john W gallivan as committee chair governor
rampton asked mr gallivan to lead the bond effort and he
accepted president N eldon tanner and ashton raised the
40000 needed to advertise the bond issue before the
public
richard eyre was asked to create a strategy for
successfully passing the bond election eyre had handled
jake garns first senate campaign eyre worked out a
strategy that received voter approval for symphony hall As
a result of the bond issue passage a 989.8
98 million bond was
issued through salt lake county
the church offered a 99 year lease on the property
where symphony hall was to be constructed at a nominal fee
governor
county
appointed mr gallivan chair of
to the
the
the planning and construction committee on which ashton
also served FFKR architects were selected to design and
oversee the project frank ferguson a principal with FFKR
125

the designer

the wedge shape design of symphony hall
was unique and different
people who knew of ashtons great
involvement with the symphony later referred to symphony
hall as wendells wedge in april 1983 time magazine rated
salt lake citys symphony hall as the most acoustically
symphony hall has
sound hall in the united states
attracted prominent orchestras such as the new york
philharmonic chicago symphony boston pops cleveland
philharmonic pittsburgh symphony national symphony of
170
holland and the london philharmonic
was

wendell reflected on his career with the symphony and
been a wonderful experience
said through the years

its

for

1I

me

have learned to love beethoven and brahms

dont like the

contemporary music so much but

ive

1I

learned

to love beethoven brahms and bach though not bach as
much
but 1I do love the classical music and now thoroughly
enjoy
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CHAPTER 8

summary

wendell

ashtons

communications career spanned seven

decades over a period of fifty six years he worked in
virtually every aspect of the communications profession

starting his career as a journalist for the gold and blue
and then for the salt lake telegram covering sports police
beat and the city desk for salt lakes only independent
newspaper

wendell ashton received his LDS mission call to the
european mission where he served as editor of the millennial

star

the millennial star is the oldest publication of the
church wendell instituted many new and innovative ideas
during his tenure as millennial star editor such as
pictures condensed talks and news of interest to the
european saints wendell called the millennial star the
di
dicrest of the church
readers ducrest
upon wendells return he worked for his fathers
lumber yard the sugar house lumber and hardware company
wendell was also called to the general sunday school board
of the LDS church he worked in this capacity until he was
offered the position as the LDS general secretary to the
sunday school
in this assignment he was tasked with
production of the instructor the sunday schools magazine
in 1941 wendell began writing the back cover to the
127

instructor wendell wrote the back page of the instructor
featuring everything from LDS churches to vignettes on the

saviors life
in 1947 mark E petersen requested wendell ashton be
transferred to the deseret news to serve as the managing
editor wendell was responsible for the daily operations of
the newspaper at the same time the deseret news was
positioning to challenge the salt lake tribune for market
share wendell never served in management of a major
metropolitan newspaper coupled with the major campaign for
newspaper readership wendell was less than successful
mark
petersen asked wendell to take a year and write the
E
history of the deseret news wendell spent a year in the
church archives researching and writing a voice in the west
which was published in 1950
upon completion of the book the church offered wendell
a position as church news edil
or wendell felt this
edit
editor
k

position offered

was a demotion

at the

same time

an

account executive position became available at gillham
advertising lon richardson senior vice president of
gillham advertising and wendells editor at the salt lake

telegram encouraged wendell to apply for the position
wendell prepared a campaign for sego evaporated milk
wendell joined the gillham advertising firm in 1950 A year
later wendell received a promotion to vice president at
gillham advertising wendell served as account executive
128

for twenty years at gillham advertising for accounts such as
power
and light first security bank stevens henager
utah
college and utah dairy association
in 1968 wendell directed the advertising and public
relations effort which defeated liquor by the drink on
utahs ballot by a margin of two to one
the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints called wendell to serve as the managing
director for the public communications department in 1972
wendell organized and directed the new department
the
purpose of the department was to communicate the LDS church
message to the world
wendell established public
communications offices in new york london toronto paris
and frankfurt
wendell was transferred by the church to serve as
publisher of the deseret news and as executive vice
president of deseret news publishing company in 1978
wendell received responsibility for negotiations of the
joint operating agreement between the salt lake tribune and
the deseret news
wendell also devoted his life to civic and community
events wendell served as president of the sugarhouse
he served as national president for
chamber of commerce
the sons of utah pioneers he also organized and led the
sons of utah pioneers on a re enactment of the 1847 utah
pioneers original trek
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wendell served as president and chief executive officer
of the utah symphony from 1966 1985
wendell helped the
symphony accomplish world tours the building of abravanel
time symphony in salt lake city
hall and funding a full
fulltime
he

also served as president of the salt lake areas

chamber of commerce from 1978 1979

wendell was

instrumental in bringing the new orleans jazz to utah he
later was essential in helping the jazz receive financing to
stay in utah
wendell was called on an LDS mission to britain from
when wendell returned from his mission he
1985 88
continued to be involved in salt lake area civic and
community activities
in 1992 wendell served on the
committee of citizens against parimutuel gambling
in studying wendells communications career 1I have
compiled a

list

of principles that guided wendell throughout
the following is a list of guidelines which 1I

his career
believed helped wendell be
professional

1

2

a

successful communications

public relations and advertising principles
outlined by wendell ashton
his strong work ethic professionals putting forth the
exhibiting the
effort and the time to be successful
tenacity and determination to be successful
integrity & trust the key factor in associations
his integritv
with clients and other communications professionals is
130

3

integrity and trust reporters rely on public
relations professionals to give them accurate truthful
information when a communications professional breaks
the integrity and trust with a reporter the
professional can no longer be effective
his role as an advocate A public relations
professional is an advocate for the client the pr
professional is working in behalf of the client to
serve the clients best interests wendell often said
11public
public relations is a combination of being a salesman
11

reporter and an attorney
his creativity public relations and advertising
require creativity to communicate the message to the
targeted public creativity is the life blood of
communications
creativity is the innovative idea that
captures the attention of the targeted public and helps
make the client successful
cry
strategy
stratege
his planning and stratecry
Strate cly for campaigns
communications is an art of calculated tactics combined
with proper timing A pr professional needs to know
when a story will capture the interest of reporters and
the public the same principal applies to special
a

4

5

events communications plans and campaigns

6

7

8

9

his technical skills A communications professional
must have the technical skills to accomplish the
proficient writing skills and updated
campaign
technical skills are essential in keeping pace with an

evolving market place
Workincr with people working with
his handling and workincr
people and clients is an art people needed to be
handled in such a way as they respect the profession as
well as what can be accomplished through
communications
wendell forged a relationship with the
eccles brothers that lasted a life time he had the
ability to smooth over situations and solve problems
while maintaining peoples support
his organizational skills organizational skills are a
special events communications
must in the profession
plans and campaigns require organizational skills and
attention to detail to ensure a smooth event
his determination and stick to itiveness A
professional must accomplish what he or she set out to
do
sometimes the first attempt or the first idea will
not overcome the problem creativity often comes from
hard work and analyzing the problem
131

his commitment to all that counts is results in the
end the only thing that matters is that communications
has taken place
the client has received the desired
result through a communications plan the
communications problem has been solved and internal and
external communications has taken place
wendell ashton said
I was a professional public relations executive
there are also what we call press agents or public
information officers but theres a big
difference 1I always felt that an able competent
public relations man is a salesman an attorney
and a press agent rolled into one
he has to be
creative and think of the impact of certain news
1I love public relations work
1I
developments
10

1

loved it with gillham and 1I loved it with the
church because it is a combination of selling and
journalism and advocacy youre an advocate for
your client
just as there are honorable
attorneys who represent their client well 1I felt
the same with public relations you dont give
youre
them
the media un
with
honest
untruths
but
truths
172
youre still an advocate
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